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Public Involvement Plan 

1.0. INTRODUCTION 
Gallatin County has initiated a transportation planning process focusing on the greater triangle area which 
includes the communities of Bozeman, Belgrade, Four Corners, and Gallatin Gateway. Recent developments, 
improvements to the community’s transportation system, and other land use changes over the past several 
years have necessitated a focused examination of transportation issues within Gallatin County. The plan will 
provide a blueprint for guiding transportation infrastructure investments based on system needs and 
anticipated developments over the planning horizon. Additionally, the plan will integrate with the Triangle Trail 
Plan for the Bozeman-Belgrade-Four Corners area and build from transportation plans completed for the 
Greater Bozeman Area and for the City of Bozeman and City of Belgrade. 

The planning process involves early communication with interested parties to help identify needs, constraints, 
and opportunities to determine reasonable improvements given available resources and local support. 
Community, stakeholder, agency, and other interested party involvement are important components in any 
successful planning process. For this planning process, several strategies are proposed to disseminate 
information and elicit meaningful participation. These opportunities will include: 

• providing information on the critical elements included in the transportation planning process within 
the study area; 

• seeking input and answering questions throughout the planning process; and 
• presenting findings and recommendations. 

1.1. Purpose of the PIP 
Regional planning efforts are often challenged in effectively engaging a broad population in the process. 
Education and public outreach are essential parts of fulfilling the responsibility to successfully inform the public 
about the transportation planning process. Public involvement is critical to ensure the updated plan reflects 
community needs, issues, and values relating to the Gallatin County transportation system. Comments and 
input from the public foster cooperation and help planning staff, consultants, and local officials make informed 
decisions.  

An initial step in the transportation planning process is to develop a Public Involvement Plan (PIP) to guide 
public input opportunities throughout the planning process. The PIP outlines traditional and non-traditional 
public participation strategies and opportunities for involvement with members of the public, stakeholders, 
and elected officials. The goal of the PIP is to facilitate significant and ongoing public engagement throughout 
the transportation planning process. Early and continuous public involvement in all major actions and decisions 
is paramount to the plan’s success. The PIP describes the information and input opportunities that will be 
provided as part of the development of the plan.  

2.0. PARTICIPATION PROCEDURES 
Active participation and input will be encouraged at every stage of the planning process. Development of the 
plan will be overseen by an advisory committee (AC) that will guide work, review deliverables, and provide 
general oversight on all matters related to the plan. Additionally, the Gallatin County Planning Board and 
Commission will be apprised of plan development and provide input and guidance as warranted. The following 
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sections discuss the study contacts, advisory committee, anticipated key stakeholders, and other interested 
parties to be included in the planning process. 

2.1. Plan Contacts 
The following contact information for Gallatin County and RPA will be provide in all published information and 
will serve as main points of contact for the plan. 

Levi Ewan, PE 
Gallatin County Engineer 
311 West Main Street 
Bozeman, MT 59715 
(406) 582-3250 
Levi.Ewan@gallatin.mt.gov  

Scott Randall, PE, PTOE 
Consultant Project Manager 
3147 Saddle Drive 
Helena, MT 59601 
(406) 447-5005 
srandall@rpa-hln.com 

2.2. Advisory Committee 
The AC will guide work and review deliverables produced by the consultant team. Regular AC meetings will be 
held to discuss planning milestones, review materials, and provide feedback. RPA’s project manager and 
support staff will facilitate meetings to present updates on the work effort. The meetings will track progress 
and address study development issues and questions. The meetings are important for the exchange of 
technical information and ideas during the development of the plan. The following topics are anticipated to be 
covered at the AC meetings. 

• AC Meeting 1: Kickoff, Work Plan, and Study Area 
• AC Meeting 2: Public Involvement 
• AC Meeting 3: Socioeconomics, Land Use, Existing Conditions 
• AC Meeting 4: Preliminary Issues and Concerns, Public Meeting #1 Preparation 
• AC Meeting 5: Existing and Projected Conditions Memo, Public Meeting #1 Summary 
• AC Meeting 6: Identification of Preliminary Recommendations 
• AC Meeting 7: Preliminary Recommendations Memo 
• AC Meeting 8: Administrative Draft Report, Public Meeting #2 Preparation 
• AC Meeting 9: Public Comments, Final Report 

2.2.1. Stakeholders 
A stakeholder contact list will be developed to include individuals, businesses, or groups identified in 
coordination with the AC and through the public involvement process. Input from a diverse range of 
stakeholders is important to the planning process and the outcome of the plan update. Stakeholders will 
include business interests; emergency service providers; transportation interest groups (such as freight 
shippers, transit users, and pedestrian/bicycle organizations); educational organizations; groups representing 
disadvantaged populations including low-income, minority, and disabled individuals; landowners and 
residents; private developers; and federal and state transportation agencies. Specific stakeholder 
representatives will be identified building from the initial list identified below.  

• Aging Councils / Senior Organizations 
• Chambers of Commerce 
• Bozeman Yellowstone International Airport 
• Community Foundations 

mailto:Levi.Ewan@gallatin.mt.gov
mailto:srandall@rpa-hln.com
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• Conservation and Wildlife Organizations 
• Contractors/Realtors  
• Economic Development Organizations 
• Emergency Services  
• Irrigation Companies 
• Law Enforcement 
• Recreational Organizations 
• School Districts 
• Transit Providers 
• Trucking/Freight Associations 
• Utility Companies 
• Other Interested Parties 

All stakeholders will be extended an invitation to the public meetings. To ensure a broad range of stakeholder 
input, outreach through direct emails, phone calls, and other forms of communication may also be utilized. 
More information about outreach and engagement opportunities is provided in Section 3. 

2.3. Public Comments and Input 
Public comments and input will be solicited and considered throughout the planning process. An official 
comment period will be provided after the release of the draft Greater Triangle Area Transportation Plan. 
Additionally, comments and concerns received at meetings and through individual discussions will be shared 
with the AC throughout the planning process. These comments will be categorized by common themes to help 
establish critical areas of concern to be addressed in the plan. 

3.0. OUTREACH AND ENGAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES 
Information regarding the planning process will be provided in multiple formats, and public and stakeholder 
input will be solicited and encouraged at every stage of the planning process. Several public engagement 
strategies are proposed to reach a broad audience and elicit meaningful participation. This section provides an 
overview of the outreach methods that will be used to gather input from stakeholders and the public. 

3.1. Electronic Media 
Electronic media allows the public to participate in the planning process at their convenience while still provide 
meaningful feedback. RPA will use multiple electronic public engagement tools to solicit input, including a 
webpage, a wikimap commenting platform, social media, and interactive online mapping tools to convey 
information in a visual manner.  

Project Website 
A website will be developed to encourage public interaction and to provide information. The website will 
contain an overview of the planning process, contact information, meeting announcements, frequently asked 
questions (FAQs), newsletters, draft reports, and finalized documents. The website will be the main tool for 
developing and maintaining an online presence and will be updated throughout the planning process.  

Wikimap Commenting Platform 
An online wikimap platform will allow the public to provide feedback on the performance of the existing 
transportation network in many of the same ways as a paper map would serve during a public meeting. Visitors 
to the platform will be able to leave notes, draw routes, and identify problem areas just as if they were present 
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at an in-person event. This tool will be a convenient way to provide feedback for a large portion of the 
population. A link to the wikimap will be provided on the main webpage so users can view the online platform 
and comment accordingly. 

Story Boards 
An ArcGIS Online story board will be used to supplement the website to present data, constraints and 
opportunities in a simple, graphical manner. Information will be conveyed in various formats such as maps, 
images, video, and web content to disseminate information and engage the audience. The information can be 
shown in a sequence of steps to demonstrate how the planning team arrived at key decisions such as plan 
recommendations. A link to the story boards will be provided on the webpage. 

Social Media 
Periodic updates will be provided for Gallatin County’s social media platforms. The updates will announce 
meetings and will provide notice when updates are made to the website. 

Published Information 
Electronic information will be published to the website as needed and will be sent to interested parties. 
Newsletters, flyers, and/or technical memos will inform the public and solicit feedback during the planning 
process. The information will describe work in progress, results achieved, and other related information. 

Electronic Outreach 
A contact list of email addresses will be maintained and updated throughout the planning process for those 
wishing to receive periodic updates. Outreach to the contact list will include distribution of newsletters, 
meeting announcements, and other important information regarding the planning process. The outreach will 
describe work in progress, results achieved, and other related information.  

3.2. Targeted Outreach and Meetings 
Targeted outreach is intended to obtain meaningful input and dialogue about the planning process, to share 
information, and to identify important considerations. The following sections discuss anticipated targeted 
outreach events and strategies. 

Media Outreach and Coordination 
Announcements will be developed and advertised before public meetings. Advertisements will announce the 
meeting location, time, date, format, and purpose of the meeting. Local media outlets will carry the 
advertisements.  

Public Meetings 
Two public meetings will be held for this study. The first meeting will occur after the planning team has 
conducted initial socioeconomics and land use analysis and travel demand modeling. The purpose of this 
meeting will be to explain the planning process, discuss preliminary issues and concerns identified within the 
study area, and identify community goals and objectives. The meeting will allow members of the public to learn 
about the plan, share information, and provide feedback about issues and concerns. The second meeting will 
focus on preliminary recommendations and findings. Members of the public will be encouraged to provide 
feedback to be considered by the planning team and the Advisory Committee before the plan is finalized.  

Depending on health and safety restrictions, the meetings may be held in person using an open house format 
or virtually with a presentation and questions/answer forum provided through an online platform.  
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Supporting materials will be developed for each meeting and may include a combination of exhibits, 
informational sheets, newsletters, and presentations. The materials will be posted to the website, with printed 
copies available at in-person events and upon request.  

County Commission Meeting 
Once the plan has been finalized at the direction of the Advisory Committee, RPA will attend a formal public 
hearing with the County Commission to facilitate plan adoption. RPA will present key findings from the report 
and answer any questions to aid the Commission in its deliberation and adoption process.  

Stakeholder Meetings 
RPA will facilitate up to nine (9) stakeholder outreach meetings to collaborate with key stakeholder groups. 
These meetings will provide the planning team an opportunity to informally meet with identified stakeholder 
representatives in small groups and address issues and questions specific to their areas of interest. Depending 
on health and safety restrictions, the meetings may be held in person using an open house format or virtually 
using audio/video accommodations.  

3.3. Easy Access and Visibility 
All information published regarding the planning process will provide contact information for the project 
manager. Comments may be submitted throughout the planning process via the website, through the 
interactive commenting platform, or by contacting the individuals listed previously. The following describes 
considerations to be made throughout the planning process. 

Information 
Technical information related to the data or content used in the development of the plan will be available in 
memoranda, project updates, newsletters, graphics, and other miscellaneous materials. The materials will be 
made available on the project website, with alternative accommodations available upon request.  

Consideration of Public Input 
All input and comments from stakeholders and the public will be considered by the AC throughout the planning 
process. Public comments received on the draft Greater Triangle Area Transportation Plan will be documented 
and included as an appendix.  

Considerations for Traditionally Underserved Populations 
Additional efforts are necessary to involve traditionally underserved segments of the population, including 
disabled, minority, and low-income individuals. The following steps will help with these efforts.  

• Plan Meetings Carefully – In-person public meetings will be held in locations that are accessible and 
compliant with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). Alternative accommodations for both in-
person and virtual meetings will be available upon request.  

• Seek Help from Community Leaders and Organizations – To facilitate involvement of traditionally 
underserved populations, community leaders and organizations that represent these groups will be 
consulted about how to reach their members most effectively. 

• Be Sensitive to Diverse Audiences – At public meetings, the planning team will attempt to 
communicate as effectively as possible. Presenters will avoid using technical jargon and will explain 
concepts in simple terms.  
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4.0. OVERALL PLAN COMMUNICATION 
This PIP establishes guidelines and procedures for encouraging public participation. The following 
communication strategies and techniques will be used to share information and to seek public and stakeholder 
input. 

• A project website will be developed to include information about the planning process. 
• Once reviewed and approved by the Advisory Committee, technical memorandums will be posted to 

the website. 
• Newsletters and/or flyers will be provided in advance of public meetings. 
• An interactive online commenting platform will be created and embedded in the study website. 
• An ArcGIS Online story board will be created and embedded in the study website. 
• Public comments and input will be collected and considered throughout the planning process. 
• Social media posts will be shared through Gallatin County’s social media sites. 

Questions and comments from interested parties concerning the participation process, draft technical 
memorandums, draft documents, and other work products will be included in an appendix to the actual 
documents. 
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ID Category Initial Comment Comment Date Comment (reply) Comment Date Net Like Like Dislike Location

1 Vehicle Comment

Cottonwood Rd and 191 is a very dangerous intersection. 
The NE corner is used for commuter parking and cars heading south need to turn left fro
m Cottonwood onto 191. Heavy traffic makes this dangerous. A traffic signal is warranted
.

2/13/2021 1 1 0
Cottonwood Rd/US 191 
intersection

2 Vehicle Comment

Dangerous intersection. 
A lot of traffic on Sourdough Rd, back up as cars cannot cross Kagy or turn left onto Kagy 
easily. Cars traveling west on Kagy are moving downhill and pick up speed, threatening c
ars crossing or turning left onto Kagy. Traffic light needed

2/13/2021
Within Bozeman TMP Boundary - 
DELETED

3 Vehicle Comment
A lot of left turn traffic from Kagy to Highland heading north as this is a main route to the
 hospital. Traffic lignt is needed

2/13/2021
Within Bozeman TMP Boundary - 
DELETED

4 Bike Comment
No shoulder on Kagy from Highland east to the I90 interchange.  Dangerous for bicycles a
nd pedestrian travel.  Need a bike lane/walking path.

2/13/2021
Within Bozeman TMP Boundary - 
DELETED

5 Bike Comment
Narrow road, no place for bicycles to avoid being in the car lane.  Bike lane need along So
urdough south to Nash

2/13/2021
Within Bozeman TMP Boundary - 
DELETED

6 Bike Comment
Sourdough from Kagy north to Main St is narrow and bicycles and pedestrians must shar
e the road with cars in most of this section. Bike/pedestrian path is needed.

2/13/2021
Within Bozeman TMP Boundary - 
DELETED

7 Bike Comment
South 19th from Kagy to Hyalite Canyon road has heavy bike and car traffic.  Need a bike 
lane

2/13/2021

I second this comment! Hyalite Canyon continues to increase in popularity. 
Increasing popularity means increasing traffic on this segment of 19th. 
Because of this traffic I no longer feel comfortable riding my bike along 
this section. A dedicated bike path (rather than bike lane) in this and many 
other sections in the greater triangle area are critical.

6/9/2021 1 1 0
S 19th Ave - Kagy to Hyalite 
Canyon Rd

8 Bike Comment
This section of 19th is narrow and no room for bikes where the road crosses Middle Cree
k. Also poor sight lines for drivers to see and avoid bikes. Need a bike lane through this s
ection, from Hyalaite Canyon Road to Cougar Drive

2/13/2021
I agree 100%. This section of the road is very scary for cyclists. A dedicated 
bike path similar to the one now leading to the M and Drinking Horse 
trailheads is critical.

6/9/2021 1 1 0
S 19th Ave - Hyalite Canyon Rd 
to Cougar Dr

9 Vehicle Comment
Main St/191 needs left turn lanes and left turn arrows. Left turns are very dangerous and
 back up traffic

2/21/2021
Within Bozeman TMP Boundary - 
DELETED

10 Vehicle Comment
Babcock is oneway, the wrong direction. Reversing the oneway flow on Babcock and Me
ndenhall streets would make for smoother traffic flow, fewer left turns

2/21/2021
I don't agree that the direction of traffic flow on Babcock or Mendenhall 
makes any difference. The one way flow makes navigating downtown 
manageable.

3/16/2021 -1 0 1
Within Bozeman TMP Boundary - 
DELETED

11 Vehicle Comment
Mendenhall is oneway the wrong way. Reversing the flow of traffic on Mendenhall and B
abcock would reduce the number of left turns and improve traffic flow

2/21/2021
Within Bozeman TMP Boundary - 
DELETED

12 Bike Comment
Bikes lanes are needed. There is a lot of bike traffic traveling the Kagy-Bozeman Trail-
Tayabeshockup-Triple Tree-Sourdough loop. Bikes do not mix safely with 40 mph traffic 
on 2 lane roads.

3/16/2021 2 2 0 Kagy Blvd to Sourdough

13 Pedestrian Comment Pedestrian overpass or underpass needed here. 3/16/2021
Within Bozeman TMP Boundary - 
DELETED

14 Pedestrian Comment Pedestrian overpass or underpass needed here. 3/16/2021
Within Bozeman TMP Boundary - 
DELETED

15 Vehicle Comment left hand turn lane needed here 3/16/2021
Within Bozeman TMP Boundary - 
DELETED

16 Vehicle Comment Left hand turn light for north-south traffic needed to be activated 3/16/2021
Within Bozeman TMP Boundary - 
DELETED

17 Vehicle Comment left hand turn light needs to be activated here for north-south traffic 3/16/2021
Within Bozeman TMP Boundary - 
DELETED

18 Vehicle Comment
The two lane left turn from Main St. onto 7th Ave. does not work. It needs to be changed 
to one lane.

3/16/2021
Within Bozeman TMP Boundary - 
DELETED

19 Vehicle Comment A traffic light here is needed, especially once the Heebs shopping center is built out. 3/16/2021
Within Bozeman TMP Boundary - 
DELETED

20 Vehicle Comment
The paving on this section of road is in horrendous condition and needs complete 
replacement.

3/16/2021
Within Bozeman TMP Boundary - 
DELETED

21 Vehicle Comment This is the best, easiest to travel traffic circle in town, a model for others 3/16/2021
Within Bozeman TMP Boundary - 
DELETED

22 Vehicle Comment

Kagy is the only through road from the east side of Bozeman south of Main St. It should 
not be congested with traffic circles and 25 mph speed limits. Traffic congestion west of 
3rd street occurs only during rush hour. Pedestrian over/underpasses and left turn lanes 
will improve traffic flow at those times.

3/16/2021
Within Bozeman TMP Boundary - 
DELETED

23 Bike Comment Much bike traffic. Bikes lanes are needed that pedestrians can also use. 3/20/2021 Tayebeshockup Rd



ID Category Initial Comment Comment Date Comment (reply) Comment Date Net Like Like Dislike Location

24 Vehicle Comment

Speed limit signs here are confusing traveling westward on Bozeman Trail Road from I-
90. There is a posted speed limit (40 mph?) initially which gives the wrong impression of 
what lies ahead - a school zone (multiple schools). It would be helpful to remove the 
initial speed limit sign and perhaps add a sign that says "school zone ahead" or 
something that helps keep speed limits down.

5/6/2021 Bozeman Trail Rd

25 Transit Comment More bus service needed between Bozeman/Livingston. Can Livingston help pay for? 5/6/2021 General Bozeman to Livingston

26 Bike Comment
A shared use path between Belgrade and Bozeman along the Frontage Road is needed 
for bike commuters.

5/14/2021 2 2 0 Frontage Road

27 Transit Comment
More funding needed to support higher frequency of transit service between Belgrade 
and Bozeman.

5/17/2021 2 2 0 General Bozeman to Belgrade

28 Bike Comment 5/27/2021
Bozeman Trail Rd (Between 
Arrowhead Hills Dr and 
Tayebeshockup Rd)

29 Bike Comment 5/27/2021
Bozeman Trail Rd (Between Fort 
Ellis Rd and Mt. Ellis Dr)

30 Bike Comment 5/27/2021
Stucky Rd (Between S 19th Ave 
and Fowler Ln)

31 Bike Comment

A commuter path between Four Corners and Bozeman would help to encourage multi-
modal transportation and allow all users of the roadways access.  Right now, there is no 
safe way for teens to get from Four Corners to Gallatin High School without motor-
vehicle.

6/1/2021 3 3 0
Huffine Lane (Between Bozeman 
and Four Corners)

32 Bike Comment
A shared use path along Durston would connect Four Corners to Bozeman allowing less 
experienced riders the opportunity to safely commute by bicycle or foot.

6/1/2021 1 1 0 Duston Road

33 Bike Comment
Currently there is no safe way for a pedestrian to travel between Elk Grove and Four 
Corners.  A shared use path would increase safety for pedestrians.

6/1/2021 1 1 0 Gallatin Road

34 Transit Comment
Currently, the transit system does not frequent Four Corners often enough to be use-
able.  Of course nobody will ride Streamline if it is inconvenient.  One morning and one 
afternoon stops are not enough to serve the population.

6/1/2021 1 1 0 General Four Corners

35 Bike Comment
As this road continues to be built, please consider a shared use path for commuters.  As 
is bicycles and pedestrians must be on the roadway.

6/1/2021 1 1 0 Elk Lane

36 Vehicle Comment

The speed limit in this residential zone is much too fast.  Without safety improvements 
to Huffine Lane, the speed limit needs to be reduced.  Currently, there is no way to safely 
make left hand turns onto Huffine Lane. Considering pedestrians, there is no way for 
them to cross safely, especially with traffic at this speed.

6/1/2021 I agree 3/15/2022 3 3 0 Huffine Lane near Four Corners

37 Pedestrian Comment connect sidewalks from Davis all the way to Baxter 6/1/2021 1 1 0 Baxter Lane and Davis Lane

38 Transit Comment
Streamline does not have a good route to the warming center and food bank. This is a 
major oversight.

6/1/2021 1 1 0 General (Boylan Rd)

39 Vehicle Comment
I have lived out here since 1977 and Love Lane is becoming a major road. It needs widen 
and a stoplight at Valley Center and Love.

6/8/2021 1 1 0 Love Lane and E Valley Center Rd

40 Vehicle Comment
This a major road to the airport now, the number of vehicles has multiplied.  It needs 
major improvements.  One I have called about is a Airport sign at the intersection of 
Valley Center and Alaska Rd.

6/8/2021 1 1 0
Alaska Rd S and E Valley Center 
Rd

41 Bike Comment
Please consider bike paths on all the old roads that lead south of town. I have been ran 
off the roads by distracted drivers and hit multiple times. Luckily no serious injuries.

6/10/2021 1 1 0 General (Cottonwood Rd)

42 Bike Comment Drivers are too distracted these days and risk hitting or killing road bikers. 6/10/2021 General (Gooch Hill Rd)

43 Bike Comment
Nash is used by bikers, walkers, and cross country skiers. Please consider a better way for 
non motorized users to share the road. Drivers are too busy on their phones and the sun 
can be in their eyes causing close calls and potential accidents with pedestrians.

6/10/2021 2 2 0 Nash Rd

44 Bike Comment
Too many bikers trying to share the road with too many cars. A better bike and walking 
path will help greatly.

6/10/2021 1 1 0 Sourdough Rd

45 Bike Comment 6/10/2021
Blackwood Rd (Between 
Chapman Rd and Beatty Rd)

46 Bike Comment 6/10/2021
Cottonwood Rd (Between 
Johnson Rd and Pasha Ln)



ID Category Initial Comment Comment Date Comment (reply) Comment Date Net Like Like Dislike Location

47 Bike Comment 6/10/2021
Frontage Rd (Between Bozeman 
and Belgrade)

48 Bike Comment
One of the main bike routes to and from west or South of Bozeman. Traffic has picked up 
significantly and there is no safe passing happening.

6/14/2021 Stucky Rd

49 Bike Comment
Long way access between BZN-Belgrade. to limit time on Springhill rd. No shoulder/bike 
lane. 
Very common bike route to access northern areas of valley

6/14/2021 Springhill Rd

50 Bike Comment
Common 4-corners >Bozeman access and has high speed differential between cars and 
cyclists. No shoulder at all. A lot of close calls at the curves

6/14/2021 1 1 0 Gooch Hill Rd

51 Bike Comment
A continuation of bike path would keep cyclists off 191. There is an existing ATV track 
which could be converted to connect 4-corners and Gateway

6/14/2021 3 3 0 Gallatin Road

52 Pedestrian Comment

With the growth of the west side and Gooch Hill becoming a major roadway connecting 
these developments, we could greatly benefit from a walking/bike trail along Gooch Hill 
road. The narrow, 2 lane traffic at speeds of 45MPH is not safe for pedestrians or 
bicyclists. It also causes issues with motorists having to cross the double line to make 
way for foot/bicycle travelers on the non-existent "shoulder"

6/14/2021 Gooch Hill Rd

53 Pedestrian Comment
Need to develop a trail system that spans from 4 corners to town to protect 
pedestrian/bicycle travelers from high speed traffic.

6/14/2021 1 1 0 Huffine Lane

54 Bike Comment
Continuing the paved shared use path that exists in the Lakes subdivision westward 
would provide a much more enjoyable route that following Durston.

6/15/2021 1 1 0 Durston Rd

55 Pedestrian Comment
Considering the YMCA area as a trail hub with trails and paths radiating north-south and 
east-west off street would be great.

6/15/2021 2 2 0 Love Lane and Baxter Lane

56 Bike Comment
Plan for Oak St. extending into the Triangle. Ensure separated shared use paths are 
included in road design so they connect with existing paths on Oak within the City.

6/15/2021 1 1 0 Oask Street

57 Pedestrian Comment The trails in Flanders Creek/Traditions City Park need to be put back in. 6/15/2021 1 1 0
Durston Road and Cottonwood 
Rd

58 Bike Comment Great opportunity on E Valley Center to connect/extend existing paths. 6/15/2021 E Valley Center Rd

59 Pedestrian Comment Connect these 2 trail systems. 6/15/2021 1 1 0 Black Bull Subdivision

60 Vehicle Comment

I would like to see some consideration regarding lowering the speed limit on Amsterdam 
road. 65mph seems way too fast for this road. Its faster than Jackrabbit or Valley Center. 
This is narrow, with a public fishing access with people crossing the road, kids riding 
bikes and walking to the access along the road, lots of driveways, some steep coming on 
to the road. I think an appropriate speed for this road should be 45mph, similar to 
Cameron Bridge.

7/2/2021 Amsterdam Rd

61 Vehicle Comment
The stretch of Cottonwood from Anderson School north to the circle at Stucky has 
several areas with no shoulders and deep irrigation ditches.  Keeping a moderate speed 
limit here might be the safest way to go if shoulders are not an option.

7/13/2021

Just to clarify - the ditches are borrow ditches from the original 
construction of Cottonwood Road years ago. They are NOT irrigation 
ditches and do not contain flowing water (other than rainwater)... and 
therefore COULD be filled after placement of culverts to widen the road or 
create pedestrian/bike paths. Just noting this because if they WERE 
irrigation ditches, ditch law would prevent them from being filled and 
Cottonwood would never be able to be widened. :-)

3/2/2022 0 1 1 Cottonwood Rd

62 Vehicle Comment
A light with arrows, would be nice here - maybe flashing at quiet times but normal at 
busy times.

3/2/2022
Sourdough Rd/Church Ave/Kagy 
Blvd intersection [outside study 
area]

63 Vehicle Comment A light would be good here. 3/2/2022 1 1 0 US 191/Mill St intersection

64 Vehicle Comment A light would be good here. 3/2/2022
Cottonwood Rd/US 191 
intersection

65 Bike Comment A bike lane would be nice on Cottonwood. 3/2/2022 Cottonwood Rd

66 Vehicle Comment

There are numerous accidents due to westbound traffic turning left toward Big Sky 
failing to yield to eastbound traffic going straight toward Bozeman. The 
eastbound/westbound left turn arrows need to be "capped" instead of changing to 
blinking yellow after their initial green arrow - just like the safer north/southbound 
arrows.

3/2/2022 1 1 0 Four Corners intersection



ID Category Initial Comment Comment Date Comment (reply) Comment Date Net Like Like Dislike Location

67 Vehicle Comment

Dangerous intersection: cars on Blackwood (particularly coming from west and entering 
Cottonwood) often do not stop and slide into 55 MPH traffic. Part of the issue is 
vegetation/low visibility on the SW corner, but mostly typical Bozeman slide-through-
stop-signs behavior. A turn lane in the southbound lane of Cottonwood would also help 
traffic flow immensely.

3/2/2022
Cottonwood Rd/Blackwood Rd 
intersection

68 Vehicle Comment

Significant traffic congestion point at Patterson intersection. Traffic from Patterson slides 
through stop sign into 55 MPH traffic. Fair fraction of Cottonwood traffic turns onto 
Patterson (whether from south or north) - often with no signal, just slamming on brakes. 
Turn lanes would help.

3/2/2022
Cottonwood Rd/Patterson Rd 
intersection

69 Bike Comment

All of Cottonwood Road is barely wide enough for standard vehicle lanes before 
dropping off into borrow ditches. It is treacherous for bicycles, yet is the only meaningful 
north/south artery on this side of the valley. Big bucks, but please consider culverts in 
the east ditches and widen the road or, better, create a separated bike/walking path.

3/2/2022 Cottonwood Rd

70 Vehicle Comment
The speed limit from here into four corners should be reduced to 25mph. This would 
make left hand turns onto huffine easier and the walking path significantly safer.

3/5/2022 I agree 3/5/2022 1 1 0 Cobb Hill Rd/Huffine Ln

71 Vehicle Comment
West bound huffine left turn lane gets backed up to arrowhead trail, making it 
impossible to turn left onto Arrowhead trail when heading east on huffine or to turn left 
from Arrowhead trail onto eastbound huffine.

3/5/2022 1 1 0 Four Corners intersection

72 Pedestrian Comment

The walking path doesn’t have any protection from cars if there is an accident. The path 
is below the road, which means any car sliding on ice will go directly into that area. A 
guardrail or lower speed limit would make parents much more comfortable with 
allowing kids to ride or walk to school.

3/5/2022 I agree 3/5/2022 1 1 0 Huffine Ln near Big Chief Trail

73 Pedestrian Comment
Providing a way for students to walk/ bike to and from school that isn’t along a main 
road with high speeds.

3/5/2022 Monforton School Rd

74 Bike Comment Bike lane or path needed on this road! 3/5/2022
Baxter Ln (east of Jackrabbit 
Lane)

75 Vehicle Comment
A traffic light here is essential. The number of accidents seen at this intersection due to 
left hand turns is insane.

3/5/2022
Alaska Rd S / E Valley Center Rd 
intersection

75 75 Unique Comments, 7 Replies, 46 Likes/Dislikes 7 44 2

Comments collected as of April 4, 2022
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 Page 1 

No. Date/Name Comment 
01 03/08/2021 

Patrick Sanders 
Hello, I am wanting to thank you first for doing the study. However I am just starting to look at the greater triangle 
area transportation plan. I am just wanting to make sure that your study includes the following groups to make sure 
everyone's voice is heard (Department of Public Health and Human Services, Voc Rehab, OPA, TANF, SNAP, and 
Senior and Long Term). We have clients in all the different divisions that are in need to transportation services. 

02 05/06/2021 
Jennifer Boyer 

Yesterday at our Triangle Trail Plan steering committee meeting we had a discussion about the emergence and 
increasing use and potential increasing conflicts between cyclists, walkers and e-bikes. The conversation focused 
particularly on those that are beyond pedal assist (motor and throttle). The group was discussing concerns including; 

• conflicts due to speed  
• what types of trails or pathways should these be allowed on? 
• how would you enforce? 
• How can you be consistent across jurisdictions  
• Is this non motorized if it is classified as a bike? 

This topic is also a bit beyond the scope of the trails plan, although obviously important and related to trail design 
standards, way finding and ensuring safety for users. 

Will the Greater Triangle Area Transportation Plan include models and recommendations on these types of micro-
mobility (if I am using the term correctly) choices? It seems that the geographic scope of the project would lend itself 
to ensuring consistency across jurisdictions and could provide the direction needed in identifying what types of uses 
are allowed on what types of trails and pathways as well as standards for safety (i.e. speed limits). 

We would be happy to discuss if that would be helpful. 
03 05/17/2021 

B. Hickey 
In winter, there is a traffic bottleneck in the morning and late afternoon where 89 enters the Greater Triangle study 
area and the City of Bozeman's study area, as county residents enter Bridger Drive, Griffin Drive and Rouse. Some 
northern traffic will divert via Story Mill/ McIlhattan Rds, Park County often diverts via Jackson Creek, but the rest 
have limited choice going east west other than Griffin, or Rouse to Oak. These feed into the already somewhat 
convoluted traffic patterns where Oak, 7th, I90, Baxter and Frontage Rd all converge. Physical Improvements to the 
Park and Ride lot at the fairgrounds would help carpooling efforts (deep mud) as would establishments of additional 
Park and Ride lots at convergence points throughout the county to enhance public carpooling effort to any number of 
endpoints. In conjunction, increasing use of public transit to access Bridger and reduce traffic on Bridger Canyon Rd 
might be helped by 1)more shuttles via shared resources, 2) linking general public transit from around the county to 
a Bridger Canyon shuttle pickup point(s). Example of backups include waiting five or more light changes to get 
through at Rouse and Griffin, before entering solid lines of traffic filling Rouse to Main/ Griffin to 7th/ and Rouse to 
7th via Oak.On another note and specific to the City of Bozeman. Oak Street is primarily designated 35 mph except 
for about a .5mi stretch from N.11th to N. 19th in the midst of a busy commercial zone. No rhyme or reason for 
speed limit increase, just residual from early days perhaps. 

04 06/02/2021 
Tom Eastwood 

The are shown on the northern edge of Belgrade with residential dwelling units should be verified against 
development restrictions created by the Bozeman Yellowstone International Airport. Residential units are not 
allowed within certain areas along the projected runway alignments for the airport. 

05 06/09/2021 
EJ Porth (GVLT) 

If it is ok with you, I thought I’d share just a few comments on behalf of GVLT with you directly. 

• GVLT is hopeful that the paved pathways for commuting along road corridors that were identified in the Triangle 
Area Trail Plan are included in your plan, as well as the connector trails that are intended to move people to 
major destinations and from neighborhood to neighborhood off the street corridors. The trail plan is looking to 
developers to build the commuter pathways on private property because the separation from the road is very 
important to the user, but in situations where development hasn’t happened or may not happen, a paved 
pathway within the County Road Right of Way will help create the pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, or at least 
complete remaining gaps. 

• Paved pathways are great for commuting but it is worth considering whether some roadways need bike lanes as 
well if they’ll be carrying a lot of traffic. Multiple users on the same pathway can be challenging.  

• It is important that we think about pedestrian crossings. For example, the Baxter and Love roundabout has no 
pedestrian crossings, flashing lights or facilities whatsoever. I believe the developers at the SW side of that 
intersection are doing a crossing west of the roundabout to get kids to the YMCA.  We should build safe 
crossings into intersections, and decide how/ if we want to encourage or discourage other types of crossings. I’m 
sure you have access to the research about what is most safe but given that some of the major roadways don’t 
have a lot of intersecting roads and cars at high speeds, we’ll need to think carefully about whether we want to 
send people across roads not at intersections. 

• As you know, this area will have more and more dense housing and more and more pedestrian and bicycle uses. 
We need to be forward thinking and include pedestrian and bicycle facilities now even if they feel premature 
because they’ll be costly to add in the future. 

Hopefully this is helpful! Thank you so much for the time you’re spending getting public input. 
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06 07/13/2021 

Kerri Budeski Norick 
(Hyalite Foothills 
Neighbors) 

South Cottonwood road is in dire need of resurfacing and improvements. The amount of large equipment traveling 
on it has created a very rough road. If the county were to pick a road to widen this would be the road to select! 
Please consider moving So. Cottonwood road in Bozeman to the top of your road improvement priority list. Thank 
you. Hyalite Foothills neighbors 

07 09/15/2021 
EJ Porth (GVLT) 

I’m just wondering when you’ll have a draft of the transportation plan for review? We’d be interested in reviewing and 
providing comments when that time comes. 
Thank you! 
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No. Date/Name Comment 
01 03/01/2022 

Mary Lou Carlson 
Just a general thought - 191 from 4 Corners down south carries a lot of traffic. It would be so wonderful to have a 
wildlife crossing where elk or deer tend to cross. Safer for people and animals. 

02 03/02/2022 
Le Gaub 

Nelson Road needs safety improvements. The MDT plus the industrial park across the road are indicators of future 
traffic. Nelson is heavily trafficed due to increasing population north on Nelson and Airport roads, Specifically, a traffic 
light is needed at the frontage road. The shoulders of Nelson road are very steep and particularly dangerous in the 
winter. The road is narrow for the heavy equipment using it. There are 90 degree corners that are very dangerous due 
to limited visibility, icy roads, etc. A stop sign needs to be put at Fox Lane by the church. Residents speed out of this 
area. Some of the traffic on Nelson is due to city of Bozeman decisions to swap with MDT. MDT snowplows need a 
light at Frontage. Visibility from the intersection east and west is poor as vehicles blend into the guardrails along 
frontage road. 

03 03/02/2022 
Mike DeVries 

I wanted to get this into your hands after looking at the proposed traffic planning docs. I have attached a picture that 
shows an overpass from Bolinger to Thorpe. Several Things to think about on this. 

North Bolinger is going to experience huge growth over the next 10-20 years. We are in the process of designing a lift 
station that will serve 6600 units and that number may grow as it does not account for an additional 200-300 acres. 

Everything else that will be done to address traffic on the North side of Belgrade is simply a band-aid that doesn't 
really address the problem of people needing to get on I-90 

This interchange location would also help alleviate huge traffic issues on thorpe and amsterdam as it would allow 
direct access from river rock. I would like to be part of a larger solution and be proactive in starting dialog on this 
possibility.  

I think it would be wise to save the money going under the railroad tracks on Jackrabbit and put it toward a new 
overpass. (maybe we need both) 

Let me know your thoughts on how to get this on the radar at MDT 

Thank you 

04 03/15/2022 
Mike Stenberg 

Thanks for the web meeting just now.  Generally the plan looks good and I only have one comment at the moment.   

 The extension of Love Lane south of Elk Lane…….you may consider moving that to Beatty Lane versus going south 
of Elk Lane.  I know that is not continual south route; however knowing the area that would be extremely challenging 
topographically with Middle Creek, Farmers canal, dry creek, etc.  Beatty at Blackwood could easily then extend south 
to current Gooch Hill Road…. 

 Food for thought.  Questions let me know.  If I see anything else I will let you know.   

 Thanks. 

05 03/22/2022 
Sherry Sims Beach 

I’ve had the time to fully read the GTATP draft and was disturbed that the writers mention solutions through private 
property where there is no county right of way. 

For the owners of the property as in Kent Spur Road;  this feels to be a very arrogant and presumptuous conclusion 
on the writers part. 

Specifically TSM-4, p. 12 “long-term solution … future connection of Kent Spur Road….reduce traffic volume ….” 

Perhaps Kent Spur Road looks like low hanging fruit to the writer who knows nothing about the property or that it is a 
wildlife corridor with forestry , and especially no county right of way to private owners.  I would hope that the draft 
would be more sensitive to issues also involved in traffic management such as these I just mentioned.  Why didn’t the 
writer look at improving the Gooch Hill to Johnson Road to South Cottonwood as the solution as these are already 
existent roads directly in the area? 

Along this line on p.28 the study projects the cost of Kent Spur Rd to Enders as 5.7M -6.3M.   The actual cost with the 
soaring price of land value on our property and the ensuing litigation costs would be so very, very much higher. 

I would ask and hope as the GTATP Draft of Preliminary Recommendations evolves , the writers take the time to fully 
research their  recommended solutions and not just throw them out in print.  What looks logical and easy is in this 
case a boundary violation for private owners, as well as provokes greater ecosystem concerns. 

06 03/29/2022 
EJ Porth (GVLT) 

• Good crossover with shared use pathways with Triangle Trail Plan! Thanks for including multi-modal transportation 
options. 

• There are some important potential pathways in Belgrade that are outside of the planning area. One that could be 
included that falls within the planning area is Amsterdam Rd. shared use path to get to the river.  
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• Cameron Bridge Rd. could be considered as a separate SUP recommendation because of a new school and Heart 
of the Valley dog park which will become a growing destination in the area.  

• East West routes like Hulbert, Stucky and Durston are important for shared use pathways, getting people into 
Bozeman or the University 

• Monforton Rd north to Baxter will be important to get kids to school. May want to be separate SUP if the school 
district is interested in pursuing that independent of the MSN project 

• There is a missing section of shared use pathways that head into Belgrade. It stops just south south of the interstate. 
Unfortunately that falls outside of the planning area but should be considered in future documents.  

• While Huffine shared use pathways are a beast of a project, we should encourage pathways on both sides to prevent 
the need for an unsafe cross across Huffine.  

• While most of this plan will be development driven, we would like to see the County more proactively pursuing federal 
dollars to accomplish some of these recommendations. 

• Shared use pathways will hopefully be built by developers as they go, within their private property. But the pathways 
may meander into the road right of way and be constructed alongside MSN when there are gaps in the system along 
private property yet to be developed or unwilling to provide an easement.  

• We fully support the implementation idea around creating a staff position for the MPO. It is our hope that a position 
in the County dedicated to implementing this plan, particularly the multi-modal aspects, would be beneficial.  

• GVLT interested in pathways to public lands and hopes to pursue FLAP funding or other. Other public land or natural 
area connections are fishing access sites.  

• Anytime we are proposing intersection updates like roundabouts in areas with current or proposed shared use  
pathways, we should be explicit about that intersection including safe crossings. Flashers, striping, curb cuts etc. 
should be included.  

• Goldenstein to Tayebeshockup connection crosses a critical trail corridor that travels from Main Street to the Gallatin 
Mountains. It currently only has one or two road crossings so an underpass would be a good option if this connection 
is to happen. 

• We have an easement about to close that has a future connection through it. We should take out that connection. 
Thank you for planning around conservation easements! We will be conserving land in the Gooch Hill area which is 
the southern part of this planning area. We don’t know which properties yet but they will have an impact on future road 
connectivity.  

• It would be great if we could include a more inclusive photo on cover, perhaps a road that represents the multi-modal 
vision we have. Walkability is the biggest word in the word cloud and we should reflect that in the images.  

• Alternative Transportation is a challenging term because biking and walking are transportation, not just alternatives. 
Other terms would be non motorized, active transportation.   

• It would be worth including a section on mobility assisted devices like e bikes, wheelchairs, scooters etc. Gallatin 
County hasn’t taken a position on some of the motorized options but it will be important.  

• Consider changing ‘disabled people’ to ‘people with disabilities’, slight difference in word but big impact for that 
community. 

07 04/01/2022 
Marilee Brown (Safer 
Bozeman and Gallatin 
County) 

The plan is impressive! 

However, in general the northern side (East Gallatin Planning Zone) has largely been ignored in supporting plans and 
in this one. 

The intersection of Airport Rd and Frontage Rd has seen increased traffic and high volume of crashes and the need 
for turning lanes and a traffic light should be included in this plan. 

Spring Hill, Nelson and Airport have been left out of non-motorized plans. 

Airport Rd and Nelson Rd. are heavily used by cyclists and yet there are no shoulders or future planned non-motorized 
facilities. 

On page 41 path connections to the East Gallatin River is not included and should be. 

New and Reconstruction standards should always include at least 6' but preferably 10' shared use paths (not just 5 
foot sidewalks per pg. 58) for major collectors and arteries (canyons excluded) - especially in high growth areas. 
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Currently road standards only allow for pedestrian facilities if the density of a subdivision is one home per 1/2 – 1 acre. 
This does not allow for commuting by bike between subdivisions or in low density subdivisions. 

Transit service to the airport should be better addressed. The airport has grown with a lot more traffic and it is time to 
have bus transit in both directions on regular intervals – especially to the downtown and campus areas. 

Error: pg 21 has Cottonwood under a photo described as a collector but pg 22 and 30 describe it as a minor arterial. 

Thank you for your consideration and all the great work in this plan. 

08 Public Open House #2 
Form Submission 

Greater triangle area transportation plan 3-31-22 

The following references the below two areas based on the plan: 

SUP 14 Loyal Rd to Anderson School: extend existing shares use path 

MSN-1 Cottonwood Road (Urban boundary to S 19th Ave 

First of all I would like to commend all involved in the study/plan. It is about as thorough as one could imagine, 
especially for a regular citizen to comprehend the magnitude of the infrastructure and how to accommodate growth 
while keeping previous roadways up to date. Thanks for allowing comments! 

Currently, cottonwood road from the new round about to Anderson school & beyond is in terrible shape. Most likely 
one of the top 3 roads in what I call dangerous driving conditions which are unsafe due to multiple factors: 

1. Asphalt is uneven and causes your vehicle to consistently move around/wonder around the lane as the tires look 
for an even path. Frost heaves, lack of continued maintenance and high traffic volume. Large trucks bounce down the 
road at 60mph, unsafe. Speed limit is set at 55…same as Huffine which is absurd. Lower to 45mph 

2. The shoulders are 6-8 feet deep. Vehicles routinely careen off the unsafe road base into the ditches throughout the 
winter months. These should be filled in and have a bike path/multi use trail added.  

This road should have high priority. Based on your traffic study with over 3500 cars per day, access to three 
schools(Anderson, Cottonwood Day, Cottonwood school). There is a very short section of trail essentially leading to 
nowhere starting in either side of the schools less than 1% of any standard daily use.  

This road is also used as an access point to Hyalite and Cottonwood canyon for recreation. The plan should include 
a multi use trail connecting the current trail system from Huffine lane  to, at minimum, Anderson and Cottonwood Day 
Schools. Priority should be given to Hyalite access as well. 

Please work on fixing Cottonwood Rd between Stucky Road the the elementary schools. I do not have a child at either, 
but seeing the busses, carpools and construction crews daily make for an unsafe environment for all. 

The report also lists Johnson Rd as the only “Poor” road highlighted in orange…Cottonwood and Johnson are both in 
the same condition so both should be listed as “poor”. Reference page 36 of the GTATP draft.  

Thanks and again we appreciate the effort put into the plan over the years and encouraging public engagement!  

Jim and Mary Pat Harris 

Bozeman MT 

09 Public Open House #2 
Form Submission 

This plan is well organized and presents a vision of how our transportation may grow over time and I appreciate the 
discussion of multi-modal and transit. The level of service analysis (showing delay for motor vehicles), does not appear 
to consider what could happen if we invested more in transit The analysis appears to assume that as our population 
grows, everyone will continue to choose to drive their own car. Considering the many planning documents in our area 
that call for robust transit (and bike/pedestrian networks), is it possible to analyze how various investments in transit 
could reduce motor vehicle volumes and see how that could affect level of service in the future?  Especially for the 
high growth areas shown in Figure 14, it is reasonable that a percentage of people (U.S. average is 5% per Table 1) 
would choose transit if good service were available. Please consider integrating transit into the analysis as an integral 
part of our transportation network as our valley grows.  Thank you, Rebecca Gleason 

10 Public Open House #2 
Form Submission 

Thank you - this is a very thorough examination and outlook. I am very glad to see the extensive non-motorized 
network that is in the vision. I also am happy to see the upgrades to the roads and intersections in the triangle area. 
A few thoughts (and these may be included but I wasn't able to read through every page).  

1 - traffic calming - I would like to see traffic calming approaches integrated in the design - obviously on residential but 
also on arterials and collectors and if there are shared used paths along the roads even more so.  

2 - building roads at the upgraded levels when built - sooo many roads are not comfortable for driving and DEFINITELY 
not for walking or biking - think of love lane. If we are doing road development we should build at FUTURE use 
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standards and not have narrow roads that are very busy and feel very unsafe - they need shoulders, non-motorized 
should be buffered and separated as much as feasibly possible. we have so many areas that are sub-standard, we 
should not add to that inventory. 

3- traffic circles instead of traffic lights 

4 - plan for expanded transit - we will have more service in the future so let's not forget that now. 

5 - ensure we have good planning, signage and design for pedestrian facilities and cross walks.  

Thanks so much - Jennifer Boyer 406-539-3006 

11 Public Open House #2 
Form Submission 

The speed limits on our roads as they become more heavily trafficked really must be reduced. Especially around 
Gallatin Gateway and south to Big Sky. There’s no reason for the limit to be over 50mph on that stretch of 191 even 
in good conditions. There are simply too many cars, trucks, wildlife, tight curves and other hazards. It used to be fine 
but is too busy now for speeds that high. 

12 Public Open House #2 
Form Submission 

Having lived in Gallatin Valley for almost 10 years, I’ve seen a lot of growth, especially south of town. My wife and I 
own two houses, one rental/investment property off South 19th, and our primary home up Springhill Road. Both were 
built by us in 2013 and 2019 respectively. 

We’ve had the wonderful opportunity to call Montana home and we plan on raising all three of our children here (one 
was born in Bozeman in 2015).  

Before choosing Bozeman as our home we lived on the east coast south of D.C. and before that we lived in Germany. 
Having served in the military, I had the pleasure of residing in a wide range of cities in the United States and overseas.  

With this said, my advice for Gallatin Valley is to make a concerted and serious effort to establish a superior rail transit 
system. I doubt anyone in Bozeman could ever approach the level of accessibility I enjoyed in European cities, but I 
can tell you from experience that this was quite possibly the most remarkable feature of living in Europe and I can say 
with absolute certainty that any city in the world will benefit from a reliable and dedicated transit system.  

An effective transit system would drastically alter the way in which people commute to and from work, easing traffic 
and housing concerns, all the while boosting economies in Manhattan, Three Forks, and every other community linked 
to the rail transit system. Without this added system, our streets will continue to become more and more congested 
and the price of residential living in our communities will continue on their current unbalanced trajectories indefinitely. 

Keith and Anna Hanssen 

13 Public Open House #2 
Form Submission 

I feel that the term ""Non-Motorized"" needs to be changed to something that recognizes that ""Motors"" are used in 
many ""Alternate"" transportation modes. 

In particular e-bikes are currently defined in MCA code to not be Motorized ""Vehicles"". They are clearly defined as 
bicycles. 

Yet the plan's use of ""Non Motorized"", instead of perhaps, ""Non Motorized Vehicles"" or some other term, would 
eliminate any confusion by multi0use path users as to the use of e-bikes or scooters on those types of paths. 

Micro mobility is only going to grow in popularity. 

I feel the plan should work hard on being very clear on the terminology that no longer applies to today and the future. 

14 Public Open House #2 
Form Submission 

"The greater Bozeman Area, specifically as you head West towards Four Corners on Durston and North along Love 
Ln, needs more Parklands. As you head East there are several park areas. Those spaces help curb traffic in the area, 
preserve views of our stunning surroundings, cuts down on congestion on many levels, and just improves the overall 
community.  

If you have constant housing and commercial buildings filling in every square inch of space, it will destroy the special 
nature of Bozeman. It’s so awesome to drive around our community and be able to see beauty all around us and have 
areas of openness for our community members and pets.  

My suggestion is that we approach the current farm owners and see if they would be willing to put their farms in 
conservation easements. Perhaps the County could raise money through a vote and additional mils to set aside 
properties for Parks and preserve the beauty and special nature of Bozeman.   

I understand growth is inevitable, and I am fine with that. However, it should be done smartly. Keeping our 
neighborhoods quiet, dark at night, peaceful, and safe is of utmost importance. Crowding the entire community will 
destroy it.  

I am happy to volunteer and help with future endeavors.  
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Heather Ford 

Heatherfordhome@yahoo.com" 

15 Public Open House #2 
Form Submission 

We live on Kent Spur Road and all the residents feel the same way.  Why is Kent Spur Road showing up as a future 
connection across private land?  

Especially disconcerting is the study shows no plans to improve Johnson Road from Gooch Hill to CottonWood which 
is already an existing road East to West or vice-versa.  Johnson Road should be the focus for improvement as an 
arterial road rather than showing a road across properties there is not even a county easement.  Shouldn't the county 
focus on improving an already existing arterial road? 

Johnson road would be the better solution.  Currently it is in awful shape and has a sign marking it as primitive.   
However it is at least a road that is already built with right of way.   I am disturbed that the county wouldn't be thinker 
of a more cost effective way than trying build a road from scratch and especially across private land. 

Sincerely, 

Sherry Sims Beach 

16 Public Open House #2 
Form Submission 

"The intersection of Baxter & 7th Ave should be a high priority in road planning. I live in West Bozeman and often use 
Baxter to avoid traffic on Oak and Durston. However, when I reach 7th Ave (traveling east on Baxter), the intersection 
is a disaster. Effectively I can only turn right/south on Oak. I (and many others) fight to get over to the left lane on 7th 
to make a left and continue east on Oak or make a U-TURN (!) to turn north on Baxter and access I-90. The entire 
exchange between Baxter, Oak, and 7th should be integrated and managed with traffic lights so everyone can get 
where they need to go in a coordinated manner. Thanks for your consideration. 

Lisa Baker 

420 Herstal Way, Bozeman 

914-645-5353" 

17 Public Open House #2 
Form Submission 

The intersection of Hwy. 191 and Mill St./Rabel Rd. is a disaster waiting to happen!  The traffic volumes on Hwy. 191 
are increasing at an alarming rate.  That traffic is often times workers at Big Sky in a hurry to get to work, or get home; 
and you have Gallatin Gateway School on Mill St. with parents and busses trying to access Hwy. 191.  Without some 
kind of increased traffic control, and soon, there is going to be a  serious accident, it's just a matter of time. 

I would suggest approaching the Gallatin Gateway community about contributing monetarily to a traffic control project.  
I suspect that there are a significant number of entities that would see the value of a signal being installed sooner 
rather that later. 

Thank you for your time.  For reference, we live west of the Gallatin River on Cottontail Rd.  We use the above 
mentioned intersection at least twice per day.  We have experienced numerous ""close calls"" at that intersection.  

18 Public Open House #2 
Form Submission 

My name is Dan Heimbigner and I live in Wylie Creek Subdivision.  I have lived out this way for 44 years and I noticed 
the big increase in traffic.  Long term, Love lane and Alaska Rd will need to be widen and improved.  Short term, both 
roads will need lights at their intersection with Valley Center East.  For now maybe left turn lanes, people are very 
impatient trying to make left turns off Love and Alaska.  Also I have been petitioning for an airport sign at Alaska and 
Valley Center, this is a main road to the airport now.  And with the trees and small green road sign it is very hard to 
see. 

thganks, Dan 

19 Public Open House #2 
Form Submission 

In this plan, are bicycles to be defined as per MCA 2021 61-8-102 (b)?  

There should be specific language stating that ""Electrically assisted bicycles"" are to be considered Bicycles. That 
they are to be considered ""Non-Motorized"" transportation. 

Also I propose that the term  ""Non-Motorized""  be replaced with ""Non-Motorized Vehicle"" throughout the plan.   

It should be stated clearly that ""Non-Motorized Facilities"" DO NOT exclude e-bikes. 

For this plan to be truly ""Visionary"" it must recognize , encourage and clearly define the positive role and use e-bikes 
will have in the future.  

Richard Elston rle@rlenet.com 
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Virtual Public Meeting Summary 

1.0. MEETING OVERVIEW 
Public Meeting #1 for the Greater Triangle Area Transportation Plan (GTATP) took place between May 15, 2021 
and June 15, 2021. The purpose of this meeting was to explain the planning process, share initial findings, 
understand issues and concerns within the study area, and identify community goals and objectives. The 
meeting allowed members of the public to learn about the plan and provide feedback about transportation-
related issues and concerns.  

2.0. MEETING DETAILS 
Due to health and safety concerns and restrictions, a virtual open house format was chosen for this meeting. 
Online engagement tools were utilized to gather feedback from the public and identify areas of concern or 
special focus. The online engagement tools were active for a 30-day period ending on June 15, 2021.  

Location: Plan Website (www.triangletransportationplan.com/publicmeeting) 

Date: May 15 to June 15, 2021 

2.1. Outreach and Public Notice 
The following methods were used to notify the public and stakeholders of the first public meeting and promote 
the online engagement tools. To maximize participation and feedback, several methods in both print and 
electronic formats were utilized.  

Plan Website 
The public meeting was hosted on the plan website. A meeting announcement was posted to the homepage 
of the website to notify the public of the upcoming meeting. The announcement included a link to a public 
meeting landing page which contained links and embedded content for the online engagement tools discussed 
in the following sections. 

Social Media 
RPA provided the county with images, graphics, and accompanying text to post to the appropriate social media 
platforms. The posts announced the meeting and encouraged the public to participate. Links to the plan’s 
website, survey, and other online engagement tools were also provided.  

Electronic Outreach 
RPA shared the meeting announcement and relevant links with the study contact list, which contained email 
addresses for stakeholders and others wishing to receive periodic plan updates. Updates were sent in advance 
of the open house period, on May 13th, and near the end of the open house period, on June 8th. 

Media Outreach and Advertisements 
RPA developed a news release to announce the public meeting and provide necessary instructions on how to 
participate. Gallatin County shared the news release with local media outlets. Additionally, RPA developed 
display ads which were placed in the Bozeman Daily Chronicle and the Belgrade News on May 13, 2021.  
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2.2. Engagement Tools and Meeting Materials 
To make the public meeting more interactive and to promote meaningful feedback, RPA utilized the following 
online engagement tools and other supplemental materials. Access to this content was available on the plan 
website. 

Public Opinions Survey 
To assist in identifying needs and areas of focus for the transportation plan, an online survey was developed as 
part of the virtual open house. The survey was intended to collect opinions and feedback about the existing 
conditions of the transportation plan and future improvements that should be prioritized. A detailed summary 
of the survey results is contained in Section 3.0.  

Wikimap Commenting Platform 
An online wikimap platform was developed at the beginning of the study to allow participants to leave notes, 
draw routes, and identify problem areas within the study area. A link to the wikimap was also provided on the 
public meeting landing page so users could view the online platform and comment accordingly. 

Mentimeter Polling 
Mentimeter is a web-based, mobile device-friendly polling tool that allows participants to dynamically visualize 
community feedback. A unique link to the Mentimeter poll was provided on the public meeting landing page. 
Participants were asked, “What aspects of the transportation system are most important to you?”. After 
submitting their answers to answer the question, participants were able to see how their answer(s) compared 
to the rest of the participants who submitted feedback. A total of eight participants provided answers and, as 
shown in Figure 1, safety and walkability were the most common responses.  

Figure 1: Mentimeter Polling Results 
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Video Presentation 
RPA created a video presentation to give a brief overview of the GTATP and the planning process.  The video 
was a short 5-minute presentation explaining why the transportation plan is needed and what the intended 
outcome is. The video was posted to the plan website and shared on the county’s social media accounts. 

Informational Sheets 
To supplement the online engagement tools, RPA provided informational sheets highlighting important 
information and key takeaways. The sheets are included in Appendix A. Topics addressed included an overview 
of the study area, definitions of key terms, population and employment trends in the study area, and an 
overview of the transportation planning process.  

Photo Log 
RPA posted a photo log to the project website with photos that were taken during data collection and field 
review. These photos exhibited existing conditions and observations made by RPA. The photos were intended 
to spark ideas and conversations about what the community would like to see as part of their future 
transportation system. 

3.0. SURVEY SUMMARY 
The survey was open to the public during the virtual open house. It opened on May 15 and closed on June 15, 
2021. Participants were able to complete the survey at any time during this timeframe. The survey consisted 
of 10 questions aiming to understand community travel habits, opinions on traffic and safety matters, and 
priorities for various transportation system improvements. A copy of the survey is provided in Appendix B. 

3.1. Survey Results 
A total of 79 responses were received for the survey. To ensure confidentiality, all answers were anonymous. 
All questions were optional and could be skipped at any time, and therefore the number of responses may vary 
for each question.  

Q1. Indicate your frequency of using the following transportation modes to access a 
destination within the GREATER TRIANGLE area over the past 12 months. 
A total of 76 responses were received for the first question. Figure 2 shows the number of results received for 
each option categorized by the frequency of use by each participant. Using a personal vehicle was the most 
common transportation mode used by participants with 80 percent of respondents reporting daily use. Public 
transit and shared ride services were not as common, with 61 percent and 49 percent, respectively, of 
participants reporting their frequency of use as ‘Never’. One participant listed the Greater Valley Taxi as 
another transportation mode which they use that was not listed.  
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Figure 2: Question #1 Results 

Q2. How would you rate the following in the GREATER TRIANGLE area? 
Question 2 received a total of 78 responses. Bicycle lanes/paths and sidewalks were identified by participants 
as inadequate with 35 percent of participants rating each category as ‘Poor’. Additionally, 31 percent of 
participants rated traffic congestion as ‘Poor’.  

Figure 3: Question #2 Results 
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Question 2 also provided participants the opportunity to provide additional feedback regarding the current 
transportation conditions within the Greater Triangle Area. A total of 21 participants provided comments, 
which are included in Appendix C and summarized in Table 3.  

Q3. The transportation plan will recommend transportation system improvements over the 
next 20 years. Please rate the following efforts in terms of priority to you. 
There were 74 responses to Question 3. This question prompted participants to rate a selection of potential 
improvements to the transportation system in terms of priority level. Figure 4 displays the results. Pedestrian 
accommodations, bicycle accommodations, and safety improvements received the most responses as being 
‘Very High Priority’.  

Figure 4: Question #3 Results 

Question 3 also offered participants the opportunity to provide comments on this topic.  The responses are 
provided in Appendix C and summarized in Table 3.  

Q4. What do you think is the most important transportation need in the GREATER TRIANGLE 
area today? (Rank 1-7 with 1 as the most important) 
Question 4 received a total of 75 responses. This question asked the participants to rank a list of transportation 
needs from 1-7, with 1 being the most important. Figure 5 displays these results. A composite score is also 
shown on the graph for each option, which was calculated using a weighted average. Higher ranked options 
received higher scores, for a maximum composite score of seven.  
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A need for more travel options (transit, biking, walking) and a need to reduce traffic congestion both received 
a ranking of ‘1’ by 30 percent of participants, which indicates that these two categories are the most important 
to the participants with regards to this project. Providing more travel options also received the highest 
composite score, followed by the need for improved connections of facilities. 

Figure 5: Question #4 Results 

Q5. What is your ZIP code? 
A total of 74 respondents indicated their zip code. All reported zip codes are located within Gallatin County 
with most participants residing in Bozeman, as shown in Table 2.  

Table 1: Question 5 Results 
Zip Code # of Responses City County 
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Q6. Where do you reside? 
Question 6 asked participants to provide the location of their residence with respect to the planning boundaries 
of Bozeman, Belgrade, and the Greater Triangle Area. A total of 77 participants provided a response. As shown 
in Figure 6, about 35 percent of respondents live within the Triangle Area boundary, outside of the Bozeman 
and Belgrade planning boundaries.  

Figure 6: Question #6 Results 

Q7. Where do you work or travel to most often? 
Question 7 asked participants where they work or travel to most often. A total of 77 participants provided a 
response. As seen in Figure 7, 51 participants reported travelling to Bozeman most often. Three participants 
reported their response as ‘somewhere else’, specifying working remotely or travelling to Big Sky for work.  

Figure 7: Question #7 Results 
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Table 3 displays the travel trends of the survey participants with regards to their location of residence and 
primary destinations. A high number of participants reside within the Bozeman TMP boundary and travel within 
Bozeman most frequently. About 42 percent of residents living within the triangle boundary commute or travel 
to destinations which are also located within the triangle area most often while about 10 percent of residents 
living in Bozeman, Belgrade, or outside the triangle area report commuting to a destination within the triangle 
area most often. 

Table 2: Question #7 and Question #8 Origin/Destination Analysis 

Location of Residence 

Destination 

Sum Bozeman Belgrade 
Within the Triangle 

Area boundary Other 
Within the Bozeman TMP boundary 23 1 2 1 27 
Within the Belgrade LRTP boundary 12 5 2 0 19 
Within the Triangle Area boundary 
(outside of Bozeman and Belgrade) 14 1 11 0 26 

Outside the Triangle Area boundary 2 0 1 2 5 
Sum 51 7 16 3 77 

Q8. What is your age? 
A total of 77 respondents provided their age. All age groups, except the under 18 age group, were represented 
in the survey while the majority of participants were within the 35 to 44 age range. Figure 8 displays the age 
ranges of the participants.  

Figure 8: Question #8 Results 

Q9. Please provide any additional information or suggestions that may be helpful for 
development of the Greater Triangle Area Transportation Plan. 
Question 9 was open-ended and provided an opportunity for participants to share additional comments, 
concerns, or suggestions regarding the Greater Triangle Area Transportation Plan. A total of 24 participants 
offered feedback. These comments are provided in Appendix C and summarized in Table 3.  
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Q10. If you would like to join the Greater Triangle Area Transportation Plan mailing list, 
please enter your name and email address. 
The final question offered participants the opportunity to join the plan email list so they can be notified when 
plan updates are available. A total of 22 participants provided their contact information and will be added to 
the email list.  

4.0. SUMMARY OF PUBLIC COMMENTS 
Table 3 contains a summary of comments received from participants throughout the virtual open house. 
Opportunities to contribute comments were provided during the mentimeter polling exercise, on the Wikimap 
platform, and at several points throughout the survey.   

Table 3: Summary of Public Comments 

Topic Comment Summary 
Maintenance Participants feel that funds should be focused on maintaining and improving existing 

roads and infrastructure as opposed to constructing/expanding new roads. Several 
participants expressed the desire for Cottonwood Rd to be paved. Other areas that 
were mentioned for improvement include: 

o Wallace Ave/Peach St intersection
o Rouse Ave/Lamme St intersection
o Parts of Church Ave
o Parts of Kagy Blvd

Pedestrians & 
Bicyclists 

There are desires for less focus on improving the vehicle network and more focus on 
providing pedestrian and bicycle accommodations. Better bike lanes and walking paths 
are desired. A common request was for consistent and continuous accessible paths or 
sidewalks with no gaps. Continuous routes between Belgrade, Bozeman, and Four 
Corners are desired as well as additional paths generally within the Greater Triangle 
Area connecting to existing paths in Bozeman and Belgrade. 

Safety Safety for all roadway uses is a high priority. A focus on multimodal roadways is desired, 
with special attention given to pedestrians and bikes. 

Speed There is concern regarding vehicles traveling at high speeds on roadways within the 
study area, especially on US 191 between the canyon and Gallatin Gateway.  

Traffic Signals Many participants expressed the desire for more traffic signals along US 191 to allow 
more gaps for vehicles to enter the highway. Intersections within the study area where 
signals are desired include: 

o Mill St/US 191
o E Valley Center Ln/Alaska Rd S

Traffic 
Volumes 

There is a general concern about growth in the area causing traffic congestion. Growth 
management and infrastructure improvements are desired to keep up with the 
worsening traffic conditions. 

Transit There is a desire for public transportation options to be expanded. Many participants 
report that they would utilize public transit if it were more available in their area, was 
more efficient, and had longer hours of operation. Concerns include 
improvement/expansion of public transit to keep up with the area’s growth. 

Turning 
movements 
and Access 

Turning onto US 191 is difficult, especially during peak hours. Traffic control is desired 
at more intersections. Left turn signals on lights would be helpful. More access control 
to subdivisions on US 191 was requested as there are too many driveways directly 
accessed from the roadway.  
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The study area for the Greater Triangle Area Transportation Plan generally includes the areas between Four Corners, 
Belgrade, and Bozeman extending south to Gallatin Gateway. It includes the areas of Gallatin County where 

development is likely to occur in the future. The plan is intended to integrate with the planning efforts of the cities of 
Bozeman and Belgrade but is focused on the areas outside of these communities.

STUDY AREA



WHAT IS A TRANSPORTATION PLAN?
A transportation plan provides a blueprint for guiding transportation infrastructure investments based 
on system needs and anticipated developments over the planning horizon. Transportation plans consider 
previously completed planning efforts, provide an in-depth analysis of existing and projected traffic, safety, and 
infrastructure conditions, and identify feasible recommendations to be implemented over the planning horizon. 
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POPULATION AND EMPLOYMENT TRENDS
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Understanding population characteristics and growth trends within the study area is crucial for the long-range 
planning process. In order to properly accommodate and address transportation needs of current and 
future residents, it is important to determine the number of people living in and around the study area who use 
the transportation system. 

The planning team reviewed existing land use and zoning maps, growth policies, and other community planning documents 
to anticipate where future housing and employment growth will occur over the next 20 years. The map below shows 
the areas where development is likely to occur. Future growth projections help planners predict future travel patterns and 
assess the performance of the transportation system.

FUTURE GROWTH

HISTORIC POPULATION GROWTH: GALLATIN COUNTY 1970 - 2019
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POPULATION & EMPLOYMENT TRENDS: GALLATIN COUNTY

Projections are estimates for future dates. They illustrate reasonable approximations of future growth 
based on assumptions about current or expected demographic trends. Population is used to help determine 
where vehicle trips are originating within the study area. Residential growth is best represented by reporting 
housing units. Employment numbers are used to help determine where vehicle traffic is traveling within 
the roadway network. The graph below shows the projected population and employment growth through 2040.



TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

INTERSTATE PRINCIPAL ARTERIAL
Purpose: Provide both regional and interstate transportation of people and goods. 
Primary Users/Trip Types: Local residents, commuters, travelers, and freight operators.
Characteristics: High-speed facility with fully controlled access (grade-separated interchanges).

PRINCIPAL ARTERIAL
Purpose:  Serve major activity centers, highest volume corridors, and intra-area travel.
Primary Users/Trip Types: Most vehicles entering and leaving the area.
Characteristics: Spacing varies from less than one mile in highly developed areas, to five miles or more on the urban 
fringes. Connect to other principal arterials or to the interstate system.

MINOR ARTERIAL
Purpose: Distribute travel to smaller geographic areas and provide access to adjacent lands.
Primary Users/Trip Types: Trips of moderate length at a lower level of travel mobility.
Characteristics: Spacing varies from half a mile in highly developed areas of a town to several miles in the urban fringes. 

MAJOR COLLECTOR
Purpose: Distribute trips from arterials to the user’s ultimate destinations and collects traffic from local streets and 
channels the traffic to arterials.
Primary Users/Trip Types: Relatively short trips, typically one mile or less between residential, commercial, and 
industrial areas and the arterial street network.
Characteristics: Uniform spacing of one-half to one-quarter mile and ideally, no longer than one to two miles and 
continuous for their entire length. 

MINOR COLLECTOR
Same as major collectors but typically run through lower density residential areas for shorter distances. 

LOCAL STREET SYSTEM
Purpose: Provide residential/commericial access, connections to higher systems, and access to adjacent lands.
Primary Users/Trip Types: Local residents.
Characteristics: Through-traffic movements are intentionally discouraged either through low speeds or other traffic 
calming measures. 

A transportation system is made up of a hierarchy of roadways, with each roadway being classified according to 
certain parameters including geometric configuration, traffic volumes, spacing, speed, and adjacent land use. Each of 
these characteristics helps define the role that roadway segments play in serving the flow of trips through an entire 
network. These roles are defined by a method known as functional classification. 

Functional classification is the grouping of streets and highways into classes or systems according to the character of 
service they are intended to provide. Comprehensive transportation planning uses functional classification to determine 
how travel can be channelized within the network in a logical and efficient manner. 

FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATION
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Public Meeting #1 Survey

WELCOME!
Gallatin County has initiated a transportation planning process focusing on the greater triangle area
generally between Four Corners, Belgrade, and Bozeman and extending south to Gallatin Gateway. It
includes the areas of Gallatin County where development is likely to occur in the future. The plan is
intended to integrate with the planning efforts of the cities of Bozeman and Belgrade but is focused on
the areas outside of these communities. The planning process will assist the County, as well as the
local communities, in guiding transportation infrastructure investments based on system needs and
anticipated developments over the next 20 years.

We want your input to help guide the transportation plan!

Your responses to this survey will help the planning team better understand transportation
needs and community goals.
The survey should take 5 to 10 minutes to complete.
Your answers will remain anonymous. We do not require any identifying information and will not
report individual responses.

For more information on the plan, please visit the website (www.triangletransportationplan.com)
where you can view background information and learn about other opportunities to provide input.
Thank you for your participation. The deadline to complete the survey is June 15, 2021.

1

http://www.triangletransportationplan.com
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TRAVEL HABITS AND EXISTING CONDITIONS

Never Rarely Occasionally Monthly Weekly Daily

Walking (other than
recreation)

Bicycle (other than
recreation)

Transit (Streamline,
Galavan)

Personal Vehicle

Shared Ride (Uber, Lyft,
Carpool)

Other (please specify)

1. Indicate your frequency of using the following transportation modes to access a destination within the

GREATER TRIANGLE area over the past 12 months.

Poor Fair Neutral/Unsure Good Excellent

Condition of roads

Traffic congestion

Roadway network
(connectivity, directness,
etc.)

Sidewalks

Bicycle lanes/paths

Signal system (i.e. traffic
lights)

Public transit

Please provide any comments.

2. How would you rate the following in the GREATER TRIANGLE area?

3
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TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENTS

 
Very High Priority

Somewhat High
Priority Medium Priority

Somewhat Low
Priority Very Low Priority

Ongoing maintenance
and preservation of
existing roadways

New roads to respond to
future growth

Widening of existing
roads

Intersection
improvements (traffic
signals, turn lanes, etc.)

Safety improvements

Bicycle accommodations
(bike lanes, paths, etc.)

Pedestrian
accommodations
(sidewalks, marked
crosswalks, etc.)

Accessibility
accommodations (curb
ramps, pedestrian push
buttons, etc.)

Transit facility
improvements (bus
stops, shelters, etc.)

Transit service
improvements
(increased frequency,
destinations, etc.)

Please provide any comments.

3. The transportation plan will recommend transportation system improvements over the next 20 years.

Please rate the following efforts in terms of priority to you. 
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4. What do you think is the most important transportation need in the GREATER TRIANGLE area today?
(Please rank 1-7 with 1 as the most important. Choose drop-down numerical choices or click and hold to drag
up or down to reflect preferred ranking) 

´

Repair existing roads and bridges

´

Provide more travel options (transit, biking, walking)

´

Improve connections between existing facilities (roadways, sidewalks, paths, trails)

´

Reduce traffic congestion

´

Improve safety

´

Improve accessibility for disabled individuals

´

Reduce emissions and improve air quality

5
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LOCATION AND DEMOGRAPHICS

5. What is your ZIP code?

6. Where do you reside? (Please reference the study area map)

Within the Bozeman TMP boundary

Within the Belgrade LRTP boundary

Within the Triangle Area boundary (outside of Bozeman and Belgrade)

Outside the Triangle Area boundary

7. Where do you work or travel to most often?

Bozeman

Belgrade

Somewhere within the Triangle Area boundary

Somewhere else (please specify)

8. What is your age?

Under 18

18 to 24

25 to 34

35 to 44

45 to 54

55 to 64

65 or older

Prefer not to specify

6
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ADDITIONAL FEEDBACK

9. Please provide any additional information or suggestions that may be helpful for development of the

Greater Triangle Area Transportation Plan. 

Name

Email Address

10. If you would like to join the Greater Triangle Area Transportation Plan mailing list, please enter your name

and email address. 
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Q1 Indicate your frequency of using the following transportation modes to
access a destination within the GREATER TRIANGLE area over the past

12 months.
Answered: 79 Skipped: 0

Walking (other
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Transit
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1 Greater Valley Taxi 6/15/2021 4:48 PM

Never Rarely Occasionally Monthly Weekly Daily

Personal
Vehicle

Shared Ride
(Uber, Lyft,...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

 NEVER RARELY OCCASIONALLY MONTHLY WEEKLY DAILY TOTAL

Walking (other than recreation)

Bicycle (other than recreation)

Transit (Streamline, Galavan)

Personal Vehicle

Shared Ride (Uber, Lyft, Carpool)
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2 I plan to fix my bike and use it more, especially this summer/fall 6/9/2021 12:51 PM
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Q2 How would you rate the following in the GREATER TRIANGLE area?
Answered: 79 Skipped: 0

Condition of
roads

Traffic
congestion

Roadway
network...

Sidewalks
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Poor Fair Neutral/Unsure Good Excellent

Bicycle
lanes/paths

Signal system
(i.e. traffi...

Public transit

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
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6.33%
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27.85%
22

18.99%
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2
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29

15.38%
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13

0.00%
0
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15.19%
12

32.91%
26

21.52%
17

27.85%
22

2.53%
2

 
79

35.44%
28

24.05%
19

21.52%
17

16.46%
13

2.53%
2

 
79

35.44%
28

31.65%
25

21.52%
17

6.33%
5

5.06%
4

 
79

17.72%
14

32.91%
26

21.52%
17

22.78%
18

5.06%
4

 
79

24.05%
19

30.38%
24

30.38%
24

11.39%
9

3.80%
3

 
79

# PLEASE PROVIDE ANY COMMENTS. DATE

1 There are limited sidewalks and Streamline only goes certain places. This makes this
unfriendly to pedestrians. Relying on cars is not a good thing - not for human health, not for the
environment.

6/15/2021 4:48 PM

2 Sharrows are an unsafe substitute for bike lanes, bikes should always be over to the right as
far as possible, as stated in the Driver's Manual. Traffic signals on highways are a bad idea,
they are a sign of poor growth management. Signals in Bozeman need to be more responsive
to changing conditions, so wait time at lights is minimized. Bus service will improve when the
new routes start in August.

6/15/2021 2:48 PM

3 there's a serious lack of connected, low-stress bicycle routes in the greater triangle area 6/14/2021 7:29 PM

4 Stop acting like a small town and start some Urban development 6/14/2021 10:16 AM

5 transit is great where it exists. We need expanded coverage outside Bozeman. Streamline
needs more funding and formation of a UTD would be greatly beneficial. Road condition is
general good. More funding is needed to keep pace with maintenance needs. Pathways need
maintenance.

6/14/2021 9:06 AM

6 oak needs protected left turns. we need better bike infrastructure. 6/12/2021 4:35 PM

7 Please leave Gateway Alone 6/11/2021 5:33 PM

8 I’m neutral as I see development and volume explode. While it is okay now I know it will all be
overwhelmed too quickly.

6/10/2021 4:18 PM

9 Need a cross-town line. Existing lines are dreadfully inefficient. 6/9/2021 10:51 PM

10 The Frontage Road kills cyclists every year, but the City Council has for some reason decided
this is acceptable. Streamline doesn't run often enough or on enough routes to be useful.
Traffic light synchronization is totally absent (it's hardly surprising the latest city engineer rage
quit).

6/9/2021 9:02 PM

11 So many traffic lights don't have turning signals. Even if just for peak times, they would really
help. Bike lanes are often full of trash and broken glass, when they exist.

6/9/2021 6:33 PM

12 Transit in Belgrade is limited. I would have used it more if it got me to work at MSU by 8 am or
just before 8.

6/9/2021 12:51 PM

13 Connectivity of bike paths between bozeman, belgrade and four corners is improving, but still
has gaps. Connecting the existing valley center path to jackrabbit would be a lower traffic
option that huffine.

6/8/2021 5:31 PM

14 Only cover one end of town in Bozeman and stop at University. Would gladly use if also went a
little farther south of town.

6/8/2021 9:28 AM

 POOR FAIR NEUTRAL/UNSURE GOOD EXCELLENT TOTAL

Condition of roads

Traffic congestion

Roadway network (connectivity, directness, etc.)

Sidewalks

Bicycle lanes/paths

Signal system (i.e. traffic lights)

Public transit
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15 Have you ever driven on Cottonwood Road? A highly driven horrible road that needs paved not
patched!!

6/4/2021 8:06 PM

16 The transportation system for the triagle area should focus on people rather than motor
vehicles. Historically, this system has only focused on motor vehicles.

6/1/2021 9:19 AM

17 I'd love to have a trail system that circumnavigates Bozeman proper as well as one that
circumnavigates the Greater Triangle. A train system (or something similar) throughout the
triangle would be nice too.

5/27/2021 7:33 AM

18 Would use bike if there were bike lanes. Would walk more if sidewalks were consistent. 5/19/2021 11:15 AM

19 The network was designed for cars, unfortunately. 5/17/2021 11:10 AM

20 I think the road network on the west side of town is actually very efficient and pleasant. I live
on the east side of the valley and if I need to get to Huffine, taking Oak or Durston to Ferguson
or Cottonwood is remarkably quick and efficient. Bike planes are good in some places
(appreciate them on Rouse now!) and less good elsewhere. Drivers are a bigger problem than
lack of lanes. Public transit remains the biggest challenge, in part because there's not really a
town core with essentials. I can go downtown for some elective things, but can't grocery shop
or take my kids to daycare or go to a pharmacy or many other essential things. So to take the
bus to run errands is never going to make sense when a car is possible. If I worked on campus
I would definitely want to ride a bus. Maybe increasingly to go to Main Street, as parking
continues to be a challenge.

5/14/2021 12:10 PM

21 Traffic is very hard to enter from Gateway to Belgrade. 5/13/2021 1:20 PM
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Q3 The transportation plan will recommend transportation system
improvements over the next 20 years. Please rate the following efforts in

terms of priority to you.
Answered: 78 Skipped: 1

Ongoing
maintenance ...

New roads to
respond to...

Widening of
existing roads

Intersection
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improvements...

Safety
improvements

Bicycle
accommodatio...

Pedestrian
accommodatio...

Accessibility
accommodatio...
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Very High Priority Somewhat High Priority Medium Priority

Somewhat Low Priority Very Low Priority

Transit
facility...

Transit
service...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
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25

10.26%
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25
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46.75%
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9.09%
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38

7.69%
6

20.51%
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8.97%
7
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46.15%
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14

10.26%
8
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6
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36.36%
28

14.29%
11

27.27%
21

15.58%
12

6.49%
5

 
77

21.79%
17

21.79%
17

29.49%
23

14.10%
11

12.82%
10

 
78

33.33%
26

20.51%
16

24.36%
19

11.54%
9

10.26%
8

 
78

# PLEASE PROVIDE ANY COMMENTS. DATE

1 City and County governments must be able to keep up with all our transportation needs. I
chose not to answer Q4 because all are important, and some of the choices interact with
others.

6/15/2021 3:00 PM

2 We need to focus funding in maintenance of existing facilities and expanding transit offerings
with far less focus on expanding existing roads.

6/14/2021 9:09 AM

3 I would take bus but going from west side to east side takes forever! 6/9/2021 10:57 PM

4 Do not widen any roads. Narrower roads are proven safer, as they force lower speeds and less
distracted driving. Traffic should follow smoothly and slowly. Those who want to go fast can
damn well get on the highway.

6/9/2021 9:05 PM

5 Connecting the exiting bike paths to major through fares (i.e. valley center to jackrabbit) would
be a boon with the westward expansion

6/8/2021 5:35 PM

6 Would be nice if they had longer hours of operation. Hard to use for work if you work outside of
those hours

6/2/2021 12:32 AM

7 I am very familiar with the Streamline system and think it does a great job! However, Gallatin
County and the City of Bozeman and Belgrade need to invest more in it to ensure it can keep
up with the area's growth. HRDC/Streamline doesn't have the budget to implement the level of
service that is necessary.

5/17/2021 1:13 PM

8 I am willing to pay for transit service if the service increased in my area. 5/14/2021 3:35 PM

9 There are big differences between the new, west side of the valley, which I think has been
pretty well planned and executed, and the older hodgepodge of the east side of the valley.
There are certain bottlenecks on the east side of town (Wallace/Peach intersection,
Rouse/Lamme intersection, parts of Church Ave, Kagy, etc.). These streets and intersections
could be improved and addressed.

5/14/2021 12:16 PM

10 We need a traffic light at the intersection of Highway 191 and Mill Street in Gallatin Gateway. 5/13/2021 2:16 PM

 VERY HIGH
PRIORITY

SOMEWHAT
HIGH
PRIORITY

MEDIUM
PRIORITY

SOMEWHAT
LOW
PRIORITY

VERY LOW
PRIORITY

TOTAL

Ongoing maintenance and preservation
of existing roadways

New roads to respond to future growth

Widening of existing roads

Intersection improvements (traffic
signals, turn lanes, etc.)

Safety improvements

Bicycle accommodations (bike lanes,
paths, etc.)

Pedestrian accommodations
(sidewalks, marked crosswalks, etc.)

Accessibility accommodations (curb
ramps, pedestrian push buttons, etc.)

Transit facility improvements (bus
stops, shelters, etc.)

Transit service improvements
(increased frequency, destinations,
etc.)
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Q4 What do you think is the most important transportation need in the
GREATER TRIANGLE area today? (Please rank 1-7 with 1 as the most
important. Choose drop-down numerical choices or click and hold to drag

up or down to reflect preferred ranking)
Answered: 77 Skipped: 2

7.89%
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15.79%
12
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13.16%
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18.42%
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9.21%
7
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30.26%
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13.16%
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5.26%
4
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16.88%
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18.18%
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7.79%
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7.79%
6

5.19%
4
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4.79

29.87%
23

16.88%
13

6.49%
5

5.19%
4

15.58%
12

11.69%
9

14.29%
11
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4.48

11.69%
9

16.88%
13

28.57%
22

14.29%
11

14.29%
11

5.19%
4

9.09%
7
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4.45

2.60%
2

5.19%
4

10.39%
8

20.78%
16

22.08%
17

28.57%
22

10.39%
8
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3.18

1.30%
1

6.49%
5

3.90%
3

10.39%
8

16.88%
13

14.29%
11

46.75%
36
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2.35

Repair
existing roa...

Provide more
travel optio...

Improve
connections...

Reduce traffic
congestion

Improve safety

Improve
accessibilit...

Reduce
emissions an...

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 TOTAL SCORE

Repair existing roads and bridges

Provide more travel options (transit,
biking, walking)

Improve connections between
existing facilities (roadways,
sidewalks, paths, trails)

Reduce traffic congestion

Improve safety

Improve accessibility for disabled
individuals

Reduce emissions and improve air
quality
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Q5 What is your ZIP code?
Answered: 74 Skipped: 5

# RESPONSES DATE

1 59715 6/15/2021 10:38 PM

2 59717 6/15/2021 10:35 PM

3 59730 6/15/2021 9:55 PM

4 59715 6/15/2021 4:50 PM

5 59715 6/15/2021 4:42 PM

6 59718 6/15/2021 3:01 PM

7 59718 6/15/2021 2:47 PM

8 59715 6/15/2021 10:39 AM

9 59715 6/14/2021 7:31 PM

10 59730 6/14/2021 2:23 PM

11 59715 6/14/2021 2:20 PM

12 59718 6/14/2021 12:55 PM

13 59718 6/14/2021 10:18 AM

14 59718 6/14/2021 10:13 AM

15 59714 6/14/2021 9:28 AM

16 59715 6/14/2021 9:10 AM

17 59718 6/12/2021 4:36 PM

18 59730 6/11/2021 5:35 PM

19 59730 6/11/2021 3:58 PM

20 59730 6/11/2021 6:02 AM

21 59730 6/10/2021 3:24 PM

22 59730 6/10/2021 11:19 AM

23 59718 6/10/2021 10:38 AM

24 59718 6/9/2021 10:58 PM

25 59715 6/9/2021 9:06 PM

26 59718 6/9/2021 8:12 PM

27 59718 6/9/2021 6:35 PM

28 59714 6/9/2021 12:54 PM

29 59715 6/9/2021 12:05 PM

30 59718 6/9/2021 11:29 AM

31 59718 6/9/2021 9:50 AM

32 59718 6/8/2021 5:36 PM

33 59714 6/8/2021 4:43 PM
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34 59714 6/8/2021 12:19 PM

35 59718 6/8/2021 8:37 AM

36 59714 6/8/2021 7:45 AM

37 59718 6/7/2021 3:57 PM

38 59718 6/4/2021 8:10 PM

39 59714 6/2/2021 10:36 PM

40 59714 6/2/2021 9:36 AM

41 59714 6/2/2021 7:52 AM

42 59714 6/2/2021 7:17 AM

43 59714 6/2/2021 12:33 AM

44 59714 6/1/2021 11:41 PM

45 59718 6/1/2021 3:24 PM

46 59718 6/1/2021 1:24 PM

47 59718 6/1/2021 9:22 AM

48 59714 5/27/2021 7:54 AM

49 59715 5/27/2021 7:35 AM

50 59715 5/27/2021 7:06 AM

51 59718 5/26/2021 7:04 PM

52 59715 5/24/2021 10:53 AM

53 59730 5/22/2021 4:44 PM

54 59715 5/20/2021 4:25 PM

55 59718 5/19/2021 3:59 PM

56 59715 5/19/2021 2:31 PM

57 59718 5/19/2021 11:18 AM

58 59718 5/17/2021 1:13 PM

59 59714 5/17/2021 11:13 AM

60 59718 5/17/2021 10:51 AM

61 59714 5/17/2021 8:46 AM

62 59714 5/16/2021 8:49 PM

63 59718 5/14/2021 7:49 PM

64 59714 5/14/2021 3:51 PM

65 59714 5/14/2021 3:36 PM

66 59715 5/14/2021 12:17 PM

67 59730 5/14/2021 11:51 AM

68 59730 5/13/2021 3:04 PM

69 59730 5/13/2021 2:18 PM

70 59730 5/13/2021 2:17 PM

71 59730 5/13/2021 1:48 PM
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72 59730 5/13/2021 1:23 PM

73 59718 5/13/2021 12:28 PM

74 59715 5/12/2021 10:14 AM
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35.06% 27

24.68% 19

36.36% 28

3.90% 3

Q6 Where do you reside? (Please reference the study area map)
Answered: 77 Skipped: 2

TOTAL 77

Within the
Bozeman TMP...

Within the
Belgrade LRT...

Within the
Triangle Are...

Outside the
Triangle Are...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Within the Bozeman TMP boundary

Within the Belgrade LRTP boundary

Within the Triangle Area boundary (outside of Bozeman and Belgrade)

Outside the Triangle Area boundary
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66.23% 51

9.09% 7

20.78% 16

3.90% 3

Q7 Where do you work or travel to most often?
Answered: 77 Skipped: 2

TOTAL 77

# SOMEWHERE ELSE (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Bozeman, and to the big sky area 6/8/2021 5:36 PM

2 Remote work 5/27/2021 7:35 AM

3 Big Sky 5/22/2021 4:44 PM

Bozeman

Belgrade

Somewhere
within the...

Somewhere else
(please...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Bozeman

Belgrade

Somewhere within the Triangle Area boundary

Somewhere else (please specify)
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0.00% 0

7.79% 6

15.58% 12

27.27% 21

24.68% 19

12.99% 10

10.39% 8

1.30% 1

Q8 What is your age?
Answered: 77 Skipped: 2

TOTAL 77

Under 18

18 to 24

25 to 34

35 to 44

45 to 54

55 to 64

65 or older

Prefer not to
specify

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Under 18

18 to 24

25 to 34

35 to 44

45 to 54

55 to 64

65 or older

Prefer not to specify
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Q9 Please provide any additional information or suggestions that may be
helpful for development of the Greater Triangle Area Transportation Plan.

Answered: 38 Skipped: 41

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Bozeman needs to improve its bike and pedestrian infrastructure!! 6/15/2021 10:39 PM

2 Please expand current public transportation options. 6/15/2021 4:42 PM

3 A land use management plan that directs all development into and adjacent to existing cities
and towns would be most helpful in developing a transportation plan that will work and be
efficient.

6/15/2021 3:05 PM

4 Please envision linear greenways and parks that will improve off-street connectivity and make
the Triangle a great place to live or work.

6/15/2021 10:40 AM

5 The traffic is only going to get worse Bozeman doesn't have the infrastructure to support the
amount of traffic it gets

6/14/2021 10:18 AM

6 Bike and pedestrian paths that are not aligned with current roadways; one of the key benefits
of these alternate modes of travel is the ability to route through areas that are inaccessible to
vehicles due to space/easement limitations.

6/14/2021 9:30 AM

7 we need to bring additional resources to the maintenance (short and long term) of sidewalks
and pathways.

6/14/2021 9:11 AM

8 pressure cities to zone less r1 more mixed use. it will automatically reduce congestion 6/12/2021 4:37 PM

9 Lower my taxes 6/11/2021 5:35 PM

10 Please don't waist money. 6/11/2021 3:58 PM

11 Traffic Signal at Gallatin Gateway 6/11/2021 6:03 AM

12 There needs to be a traffic light at 191 and Mill Street in Gallatin Gateway. There are times
during the day that you can not turn left onto 191 from Mill Street safely or quickly.

6/10/2021 3:26 PM

13 The 191 corridor is getting extremely busy; needs to be more lights. As subdivisions are
added; need more control on access to 191 instead of putting driveways right to the road.

6/10/2021 10:39 AM

14 Bozeman is growing. The most effective way to deal with future growth is to assume those
conditions are already present: planning new transportation infrastructure should assume all
changes are to be made in a built-up area, because it is difficult to impossible to excise a five-
lane highway from the middle of town. Pedestrians and cyclists should be given priority in
design.

6/9/2021 9:09 PM

15 I would like to see the new connector roads in the Triangle built with bikes, bus pull outs, in
mind. If this means three lanes (right, left turn, pull outs for bus stops, etc.) that should be a
top priority. Only then will non-transit ppl be encouraged to not drive. Also, Gallatin County, the
5 incorporated cities should advocate to MDOT to work on roads & intersections before they
fail. A lot of the regulatory measures MDOT shouldn't apply to growing counties. Update
please!

6/9/2021 12:58 PM

16 Better bike lanes 6/9/2021 12:06 PM

17 Multiuse road ways that keep non motorized users safe from being hit by distracted drivers 6/9/2021 11:31 AM

18 Its a big ask, but a commuter rail system would be a great investment 6/8/2021 5:38 PM

19 As congested as traffic has been, I have totally thought about moving out of Bozeman. I would
be glad to use public transportation if it were available. I refuse to bike in this town, traffic is
too crazy.

6/8/2021 2:31 PM

20 Use road taxes (federal/state/local) to improve roads...not to build bike trails 6/8/2021 8:38 AM
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21 Connect the bike/walking paths between Belgrade and Bozeman 6/8/2021 7:46 AM

22 The transportation plan, in many ways, is a public health plan. I'd like to see the connections
between transit and public health clearly articulated and highlighted in the plan.

6/7/2021 3:58 PM

23 Pave Cottonwood Road 6/4/2021 8:10 PM

24 Thank you for engaging with the public! I enjoy roller skating (for recreation) and would like to
see more paths with accessible surfaces. We often drive to 4 Corners to skate the blacktop
trail along Jackrabbit.

6/2/2021 9:39 AM

25 Either upgrading or downgrading speed limits to match parallel streets like 19th and 7th,
Durston, Oak, and Babcock. That way people will utilize all collector streets instead of
prioritizing 19th, and Main.

5/19/2021 4:02 PM

26 I would like to see design standards based on safety and reducing speed 5/19/2021 2:32 PM

27 Consistent bike path with no gap would be attractive for locals and tourists. 5/19/2021 11:19 AM

28 I think the plan should provide a framework for how the county and various city should
prioritize funding for transportation-related capital and operating costs.

5/17/2021 1:15 PM

29 Public education is so key here. Billboards and other large scale ad campaigns that make sure
people know how to safely share roads is so important.

5/17/2021 10:52 AM

30 A walking/bike path from Belgrade to Bozeman would be nice 5/17/2021 8:46 AM

31 For the Belgrade area: Jackrabbit & Frontage Road & Railroad crossing should be next major
community investment. With the amount of growth to the Northwest of Belgrade, traffic is
horrible during rush hour mixed with railroad traffic.

5/14/2021 3:55 PM

32 Nothing was mentioned about railroad crossings. Often times, railroad crossings cause traffic
congestion. What is the plan to reduce or get rid of level crossings?

5/14/2021 3:40 PM

33 I think there needs to be careful thinking about effective public transportation and alternative
transportation (bike, walk) in cold climates and in places with relatively large amounts of
residential relative to small commercial core areas. Cars (or buses or trains) are a necessary
choice for much of the year, and so people's routines reflect that year round. And for families
with working parents, biking to child care or school even when it's warm enough isn't always
feasible from a time or ability point of view. I wish I had 30 extra minutes on either end of the
day to bike, but I don't, and I would need that to get to child care, a grocery store, my office,
etc., and I don't live that far 'out of town' (Google tells me 3 miles from my house to child care).

5/14/2021 12:23 PM

34 1.Running the streamline to the gateway area 2. a traffic signal at 191 and Mill st. In Gateway 5/13/2021 3:05 PM

35 As a Gateway resident, I think a light at 191 and Mill street is past due. Traffic to and from Big
Sky, plus school traffic, can cause major congestion, bordering on unsafe.

5/13/2021 2:20 PM

36 Traffic going to and from Big Sky is insane at certain times of the day. It is nearly impossible
to get on Highway 191. The highway needs more lanes and or stoplights to break up traffic.

5/13/2021 2:18 PM

37 Valley Center/Alaska intersection is in need of a signal or 4 way stop. As well as Alaska
expansion. It is a busy road with the interstate access and the pits.

5/13/2021 1:49 PM

38 The speed from the canyon to Gateway causes concern while stopping or turning. We need a
light to slow people down.

5/13/2021 1:26 PM
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95.65% 22

95.65% 22

Q10 If you would like to join the Greater Triangle Area Transportation Plan
mailing list, please enter your name and email address.

Answered: 23 Skipped: 56

# NAME DATE

1 Drew Tyger 6/15/2021 10:39 PM

2 Jessica Black 6/15/2021 9:55 PM

3 Christian Black 6/15/2021 2:47 PM

4 Matt Marcinek 6/15/2021 10:40 AM

5 Candace Mastel 6/14/2021 12:55 PM

6 Kipton Giddings 6/14/2021 10:14 AM

7 Carrie Fisher 6/10/2021 3:26 PM

8 David Mann 6/9/2021 10:59 PM

9 Elizabeth Marum 6/9/2021 12:58 PM

10 Peter Ramos 6/9/2021 11:31 AM

11 Jocelyn Kent 6/8/2021 5:38 PM

12 Sandy Lee 6/8/2021 4:44 PM

13 Tasha Bell 6/2/2021 7:17 AM

14 Brittany Simkins 5/27/2021 7:54 AM

15 Lauren.Craigie@gmail.com 5/27/2021 7:06 AM

16 Brian Sprenger 5/24/2021 10:53 AM

17 Adam Prall 5/19/2021 4:02 PM

18 Jennifer Boyer 5/19/2021 2:32 PM

19 Joe Bernhardt 5/17/2021 11:13 AM

20 Ryan 5/14/2021 3:55 PM

21 Kristal Jones 5/14/2021 12:23 PM

22 Megan Nowlin 5/13/2021 1:49 PM

# EMAIL ADDRESS DATE

1 drew.tyger@gmail.com 6/15/2021 10:39 PM

2 theblacksmail@gmail.com 6/15/2021 9:55 PM

3 blackak@gmail.com 6/15/2021 2:47 PM

4 mmarcinek406@gmail.com 6/15/2021 10:40 AM

5 cmhcissymt@gmail.com 6/14/2021 12:55 PM

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Name

Email Address
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6 kip.giddings@gmail.com 6/14/2021 10:14 AM

7 fisher@gallatingatewayschool.com 6/10/2021 3:26 PM

8 Davidmann404@outlook.com 6/9/2021 10:59 PM

9 emarum3@gmail.com 6/9/2021 12:58 PM

10 peter@bozemanhandyman.com 6/9/2021 11:31 AM

11 jocelyn.kent406@gmail.com 6/8/2021 5:38 PM

12 sandyleehomes@gmail.com 6/8/2021 4:44 PM

13 Mttashabell@gmail.com 6/2/2021 7:17 AM

14 bnsimkins@gmail.com 5/27/2021 7:54 AM

15 Lauren.craigie@gmail.com 5/27/2021 7:06 AM

16 brian.sprenger@bozemanairport.com 5/24/2021 10:53 AM

17 adamprall5@gmail.com 5/19/2021 4:02 PM

18 boyerfarm51@gmail.com 5/19/2021 2:32 PM

19 joe@joeslife.com 5/17/2021 11:13 AM

20 jamalizb@hotmail.com 5/14/2021 3:40 PM

21 kristal.jones@gmail.com 5/14/2021 12:23 PM

22 megan@megannowlin.com 5/13/2021 1:49 PM
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The study area for the Greater Triangle Area Transportation Plan generally includes the areas between Four Corners, 
Belgrade, and Bozeman extending south to Gallatin Gateway. It includes the areas of Gallatin County where 

development is likely to occur in the future. The plan is intended to integrate with the planning efforts of the cities of 
Bozeman and Belgrade but is focused on the areas outside of these communities.

STUDY AREA



WHAT IS A TRANSPORTATION PLAN?
A transportation plan provides a blueprint for guiding transportation infrastructure investments based 
on system needs and anticipated developments over the planning horizon. Transportation plans consider 
previously completed planning efforts, provide an in-depth analysis of existing and projected traffic, safety, and 
infrastructure conditions, and identify feasible recommendations to be implemented over the planning horizon. 

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

CONSTRUCTION
PROJECT 

DEVELOPMENTPLANNING

STEP 1
Public Involvement

(Ongoing throughout all steps)Identify/Secure Funding
Project Nomination
Feasibilty/Survey Phase
Design
Right-of-Way Acquisition

STEP 2 STEP 3

WE ARE HERE

Transportation plans help identify potential improvements to be completed as funding becomes available. These 
planning efforts are conducted before project identification, design, right-of-way acquisition, and construction.

1 42 53
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Understanding population characteristics and growth trends within the study area is crucial for the long-range 
planning process. In order to properly accommodate and address transportation needs of current and 
future residents, it is important to determine the number of people living in and around the study area who use 
the transportation system. 

The planning team reviewed existing land use and zoning maps, growth policies, and other community planning documents 
to anticipate where future housing and employment growth will occur over the next 20 years. The map below shows 
the areas where development is likely to occur. Future growth projections help planners predict future travel patterns and 
assess the performance of the transportation system.

FUTURE GROWTH

HISTORIC POPULATION GROWTH: GALLATIN COUNTY 1970 - 2019
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POPULATION & EMPLOYMENT TRENDS: GALLATIN COUNTY

Projections are estimates for future dates. They illustrate reasonable approximations of future growth 
based on assumptions about current or expected demographic trends. Population is used to help determine 
where vehicle trips are originating within the study area. Residential growth is best represented by reporting 
housing units. Employment numbers are used to help determine where vehicle traffic is traveling within 
the roadway network. The graph below shows the projected population and employment growth through 2040.



TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

INTERSTATE PRINCIPAL ARTERIAL
Purpose: Provide both regional and interstate transportation of people and goods. 
Primary Users/Trip Types: Local residents, commuters, travelers, and freight operators.
Characteristics: High-speed facility with fully controlled access (grade-separated interchanges).

PRINCIPAL ARTERIAL
Purpose:  Serve major activity centers, highest volume corridors, and intra-area travel.
Primary Users/Trip Types: Most vehicles entering and leaving the area.
Characteristics: Spacing varies from less than one mile in highly developed areas, to five miles or more on the urban 
fringes. Connect to other principal arterials or to the interstate system.

MINOR ARTERIAL
Purpose: Distribute travel to smaller geographic areas and provide access to adjacent lands.
Primary Users/Trip Types: Trips of moderate length at a lower level of travel mobility.
Characteristics: Spacing varies from half a mile in highly developed areas of a town to several miles in the urban fringes. 

MAJOR COLLECTOR
Purpose: Distribute trips from arterials to the user’s ultimate destinations and collects traffic from local streets and 
channels the traffic to arterials.
Primary Users/Trip Types: Relatively short trips, typically one mile or less between residential, commercial, and 
industrial areas and the arterial street network.
Characteristics: Uniform spacing of one-half to one-quarter mile and ideally, no longer than one to two miles and 
continuous for their entire length. 

MINOR COLLECTOR
Same as major collectors but typically run through lower density residential areas for shorter distances. 

LOCAL STREET SYSTEM
Purpose: Provide residential/commericial access, connections to higher systems, and access to adjacent lands.
Primary Users/Trip Types: Local residents.
Characteristics: Through-traffic movements are intentionally discouraged either through low speeds or other traffic 
calming measures. 

A transportation system is made up of a hierarchy of roadways, with each roadway being classified according to 
certain parameters including geometric configuration, traffic volumes, spacing, speed, and adjacent land use. Each of 
these characteristics helps define the role that roadway segments play in serving the flow of trips through an entire 
network. These roles are defined by a method known as functional classification. 

Functional classification is the grouping of streets and highways into classes or systems according to the character of 
service they are intended to provide. Comprehensive transportation planning uses functional classification to determine 
how travel can be channelized within the network in a logical and efficient manner. 

FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATION
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Public Meeting #1 Survey

WELCOME!
Gallatin County has initiated a transportation planning process focusing on the greater triangle area
generally between Four Corners, Belgrade, and Bozeman and extending south to Gallatin Gateway. It
includes the areas of Gallatin County where development is likely to occur in the future. The plan is
intended to integrate with the planning efforts of the cities of Bozeman and Belgrade but is focused on
the areas outside of these communities. The planning process will assist the County, as well as the
local communities, in guiding transportation infrastructure investments based on system needs and
anticipated developments over the next 20 years.

We want your input to help guide the transportation plan!

Your responses to this survey will help the planning team better understand transportation
needs and community goals.
The survey should take 5 to 10 minutes to complete.
Your answers will remain anonymous. We do not require any identifying information and will not
report individual responses.

For more information on the plan, please visit the website (www.triangletransportationplan.com)
where you can view background information and learn about other opportunities to provide input.
Thank you for your participation. The deadline to complete the survey is June 15, 2021.

1

http://www.triangletransportationplan.com


Triangle Study Area 

2



Public Meeting #1 Survey

TRAVEL HABITS AND EXISTING CONDITIONS

 Never Rarely Occasionally Monthly Weekly Daily

Walking (other than
recreation)

Bicycle (other than
recreation)

Transit (Streamline,
Galavan)

Personal Vehicle

Shared Ride (Uber, Lyft,
Carpool)

Other (please specify)

1. Indicate your frequency of using the following transportation modes to access a destination within the

GREATER TRIANGLE area over the past 12 months. 

 Poor Fair Neutral/Unsure Good Excellent

Condition of roads

Traffic congestion

Roadway network
(connectivity, directness,
etc.)

Sidewalks

Bicycle lanes/paths

Signal system (i.e. traffic
lights)

Public transit

Please provide any comments.

2. How would you rate the following in the GREATER TRIANGLE area? 

3
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TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENTS

 
Very High Priority

Somewhat High
Priority Medium Priority

Somewhat Low
Priority Very Low Priority

Ongoing maintenance
and preservation of
existing roadways

New roads to respond to
future growth

Widening of existing
roads

Intersection
improvements (traffic
signals, turn lanes, etc.)

Safety improvements

Bicycle accommodations
(bike lanes, paths, etc.)

Pedestrian
accommodations
(sidewalks, marked
crosswalks, etc.)

Accessibility
accommodations (curb
ramps, pedestrian push
buttons, etc.)

Transit facility
improvements (bus
stops, shelters, etc.)

Transit service
improvements
(increased frequency,
destinations, etc.)

Please provide any comments.

3. The transportation plan will recommend transportation system improvements over the next 20 years.

Please rate the following efforts in terms of priority to you. 

4



4. What do you think is the most important transportation need in the GREATER TRIANGLE area today?
(Please rank 1-7 with 1 as the most important. Choose drop-down numerical choices or click and hold to drag
up or down to reflect preferred ranking) 

´

Repair existing roads and bridges

´

Provide more travel options (transit, biking, walking)

´

Improve connections between existing facilities (roadways, sidewalks, paths, trails)

´

Reduce traffic congestion

´

Improve safety

´

Improve accessibility for disabled individuals

´

Reduce emissions and improve air quality

5
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LOCATION AND DEMOGRAPHICS

5. What is your ZIP code? 

6. Where do you reside? (Please reference the study area map) 

Within the Bozeman TMP boundary

Within the Belgrade LRTP boundary

Within the Triangle Area boundary (outside of Bozeman and Belgrade)

Outside the Triangle Area boundary

7. Where do you work or travel to most often? 

Bozeman

Belgrade

Somewhere within the Triangle Area boundary

Somewhere else (please specify)

8. What is your age? 

Under 18

18 to 24

25 to 34

35 to 44

45 to 54

55 to 64

65 or older

Prefer not to specify

6

https://54f3bd46-4a82-4f8a-bf78-baecc7eb4387.filesusr.com/ugd/20d057_99c5ec8a9a334d0eb89442ea4eb64a75.pdf
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ADDITIONAL FEEDBACK

9. Please provide any additional information or suggestions that may be helpful for development of the

Greater Triangle Area Transportation Plan. 

Name

Email Address

10. If you would like to join the Greater Triangle Area Transportation Plan mailing list, please enter your name

and email address. 

7
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Q1 Indicate your frequency of using the following transportation modes to
access a destination within the GREATER TRIANGLE area over the past

12 months.
Answered: 79 Skipped: 0

Walking (other
than...

Bicycle (other
than...

Transit
(Streamline,...
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19.48%
15

19.48%
15

20.78%
16

7.79%
6

16.88%
13

15.58%
12

 
77

37.18%
29

20.51%
16

12.82%
10

6.41%
5

15.38%
12

7.69%
6

 
78

61.54%
48

25.64%
20

6.41%
5

0.00%
0

5.13%
4

1.28%
1

 
78

1.28%
1

0.00%
0

1.28%
1

0.00%
0

16.67%
13

80.77%
63

 
78

49.35%
38

33.77%
26

9.09%
7

1.30%
1

6.49%
5

0.00%
0

 
77

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Greater Valley Taxi 6/15/2021 4:48 PM

Never Rarely Occasionally Monthly Weekly Daily

Personal
Vehicle

Shared Ride
(Uber, Lyft,...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

 NEVER RARELY OCCASIONALLY MONTHLY WEEKLY DAILY TOTAL

Walking (other than recreation)

Bicycle (other than recreation)

Transit (Streamline, Galavan)

Personal Vehicle

Shared Ride (Uber, Lyft, Carpool)
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2 I plan to fix my bike and use it more, especially this summer/fall 6/9/2021 12:51 PM
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Q2 How would you rate the following in the GREATER TRIANGLE area?
Answered: 79 Skipped: 0

Condition of
roads

Traffic
congestion

Roadway
network...

Sidewalks
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Poor Fair Neutral/Unsure Good Excellent

Bicycle
lanes/paths

Signal system
(i.e. traffi...

Public transit

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
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6.33%
5

27.85%
22

18.99%
15

44.30%
35

2.53%
2

 
79

30.77%
24

37.18%
29

15.38%
12

16.67%
13

0.00%
0

 
78

15.19%
12

32.91%
26

21.52%
17

27.85%
22

2.53%
2

 
79

35.44%
28

24.05%
19

21.52%
17

16.46%
13

2.53%
2

 
79

35.44%
28

31.65%
25

21.52%
17

6.33%
5

5.06%
4

 
79

17.72%
14

32.91%
26

21.52%
17

22.78%
18

5.06%
4

 
79

24.05%
19

30.38%
24

30.38%
24

11.39%
9

3.80%
3

 
79

# PLEASE PROVIDE ANY COMMENTS. DATE

1 There are limited sidewalks and Streamline only goes certain places. This makes this
unfriendly to pedestrians. Relying on cars is not a good thing - not for human health, not for the
environment.

6/15/2021 4:48 PM

2 Sharrows are an unsafe substitute for bike lanes, bikes should always be over to the right as
far as possible, as stated in the Driver's Manual. Traffic signals on highways are a bad idea,
they are a sign of poor growth management. Signals in Bozeman need to be more responsive
to changing conditions, so wait time at lights is minimized. Bus service will improve when the
new routes start in August.

6/15/2021 2:48 PM

3 there's a serious lack of connected, low-stress bicycle routes in the greater triangle area 6/14/2021 7:29 PM

4 Stop acting like a small town and start some Urban development 6/14/2021 10:16 AM

5 transit is great where it exists. We need expanded coverage outside Bozeman. Streamline
needs more funding and formation of a UTD would be greatly beneficial. Road condition is
general good. More funding is needed to keep pace with maintenance needs. Pathways need
maintenance.

6/14/2021 9:06 AM

6 oak needs protected left turns. we need better bike infrastructure. 6/12/2021 4:35 PM

7 Please leave Gateway Alone 6/11/2021 5:33 PM

8 I’m neutral as I see development and volume explode. While it is okay now I know it will all be
overwhelmed too quickly.

6/10/2021 4:18 PM

9 Need a cross-town line. Existing lines are dreadfully inefficient. 6/9/2021 10:51 PM

10 The Frontage Road kills cyclists every year, but the City Council has for some reason decided
this is acceptable. Streamline doesn't run often enough or on enough routes to be useful.
Traffic light synchronization is totally absent (it's hardly surprising the latest city engineer rage
quit).

6/9/2021 9:02 PM

11 So many traffic lights don't have turning signals. Even if just for peak times, they would really
help. Bike lanes are often full of trash and broken glass, when they exist.

6/9/2021 6:33 PM

12 Transit in Belgrade is limited. I would have used it more if it got me to work at MSU by 8 am or
just before 8.

6/9/2021 12:51 PM

13 Connectivity of bike paths between bozeman, belgrade and four corners is improving, but still
has gaps. Connecting the existing valley center path to jackrabbit would be a lower traffic
option that huffine.

6/8/2021 5:31 PM

14 Only cover one end of town in Bozeman and stop at University. Would gladly use if also went a
little farther south of town.

6/8/2021 9:28 AM

 POOR FAIR NEUTRAL/UNSURE GOOD EXCELLENT TOTAL

Condition of roads

Traffic congestion

Roadway network (connectivity, directness, etc.)

Sidewalks

Bicycle lanes/paths

Signal system (i.e. traffic lights)

Public transit
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15 Have you ever driven on Cottonwood Road? A highly driven horrible road that needs paved not
patched!!

6/4/2021 8:06 PM

16 The transportation system for the triagle area should focus on people rather than motor
vehicles. Historically, this system has only focused on motor vehicles.

6/1/2021 9:19 AM

17 I'd love to have a trail system that circumnavigates Bozeman proper as well as one that
circumnavigates the Greater Triangle. A train system (or something similar) throughout the
triangle would be nice too.

5/27/2021 7:33 AM

18 Would use bike if there were bike lanes. Would walk more if sidewalks were consistent. 5/19/2021 11:15 AM

19 The network was designed for cars, unfortunately. 5/17/2021 11:10 AM

20 I think the road network on the west side of town is actually very efficient and pleasant. I live
on the east side of the valley and if I need to get to Huffine, taking Oak or Durston to Ferguson
or Cottonwood is remarkably quick and efficient. Bike planes are good in some places
(appreciate them on Rouse now!) and less good elsewhere. Drivers are a bigger problem than
lack of lanes. Public transit remains the biggest challenge, in part because there's not really a
town core with essentials. I can go downtown for some elective things, but can't grocery shop
or take my kids to daycare or go to a pharmacy or many other essential things. So to take the
bus to run errands is never going to make sense when a car is possible. If I worked on campus
I would definitely want to ride a bus. Maybe increasingly to go to Main Street, as parking
continues to be a challenge.

5/14/2021 12:10 PM

21 Traffic is very hard to enter from Gateway to Belgrade. 5/13/2021 1:20 PM
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Q3 The transportation plan will recommend transportation system
improvements over the next 20 years. Please rate the following efforts in

terms of priority to you.
Answered: 78 Skipped: 1

Ongoing
maintenance ...

New roads to
respond to...

Widening of
existing roads

Intersection
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improvements...

Safety
improvements

Bicycle
accommodatio...

Pedestrian
accommodatio...

Accessibility
accommodatio...
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Very High Priority Somewhat High Priority Medium Priority

Somewhat Low Priority Very Low Priority

Transit
facility...

Transit
service...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
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32.47%
25

38.96%
30

23.38%
18

3.90%
3

1.30%
1

 
77

25.64%
20

39.74%
31

17.95%
14

11.54%
9

5.13%
4

 
78

23.08%
18

23.08%
18

32.05%
25

10.26%
8

11.54%
9

 
78

35.06%
27

32.47%
25

24.68%
19

3.90%
3

3.90%
3

 
77

46.75%
36

15.58%
12

24.68%
19

9.09%
7

3.90%
3

 
77

48.72%
38

7.69%
6

20.51%
16

14.10%
11

8.97%
7

 
78

46.15%
36

17.95%
14

17.95%
14

10.26%
8

7.69%
6

 
78

36.36%
28

14.29%
11

27.27%
21

15.58%
12

6.49%
5

 
77

21.79%
17

21.79%
17

29.49%
23

14.10%
11

12.82%
10

 
78

33.33%
26

20.51%
16

24.36%
19

11.54%
9

10.26%
8

 
78

# PLEASE PROVIDE ANY COMMENTS. DATE

1 City and County governments must be able to keep up with all our transportation needs. I
chose not to answer Q4 because all are important, and some of the choices interact with
others.

6/15/2021 3:00 PM

2 We need to focus funding in maintenance of existing facilities and expanding transit offerings
with far less focus on expanding existing roads.

6/14/2021 9:09 AM

3 I would take bus but going from west side to east side takes forever! 6/9/2021 10:57 PM

4 Do not widen any roads. Narrower roads are proven safer, as they force lower speeds and less
distracted driving. Traffic should follow smoothly and slowly. Those who want to go fast can
damn well get on the highway.

6/9/2021 9:05 PM

5 Connecting the exiting bike paths to major through fares (i.e. valley center to jackrabbit) would
be a boon with the westward expansion

6/8/2021 5:35 PM

6 Would be nice if they had longer hours of operation. Hard to use for work if you work outside of
those hours

6/2/2021 12:32 AM

7 I am very familiar with the Streamline system and think it does a great job! However, Gallatin
County and the City of Bozeman and Belgrade need to invest more in it to ensure it can keep
up with the area's growth. HRDC/Streamline doesn't have the budget to implement the level of
service that is necessary.

5/17/2021 1:13 PM

8 I am willing to pay for transit service if the service increased in my area. 5/14/2021 3:35 PM

9 There are big differences between the new, west side of the valley, which I think has been
pretty well planned and executed, and the older hodgepodge of the east side of the valley.
There are certain bottlenecks on the east side of town (Wallace/Peach intersection,
Rouse/Lamme intersection, parts of Church Ave, Kagy, etc.). These streets and intersections
could be improved and addressed.

5/14/2021 12:16 PM

10 We need a traffic light at the intersection of Highway 191 and Mill Street in Gallatin Gateway. 5/13/2021 2:16 PM

 VERY HIGH
PRIORITY

SOMEWHAT
HIGH
PRIORITY

MEDIUM
PRIORITY

SOMEWHAT
LOW
PRIORITY

VERY LOW
PRIORITY

TOTAL

Ongoing maintenance and preservation
of existing roadways

New roads to respond to future growth

Widening of existing roads

Intersection improvements (traffic
signals, turn lanes, etc.)

Safety improvements

Bicycle accommodations (bike lanes,
paths, etc.)

Pedestrian accommodations
(sidewalks, marked crosswalks, etc.)

Accessibility accommodations (curb
ramps, pedestrian push buttons, etc.)

Transit facility improvements (bus
stops, shelters, etc.)

Transit service improvements
(increased frequency, destinations,
etc.)
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Q4 What do you think is the most important transportation need in the
GREATER TRIANGLE area today? (Please rank 1-7 with 1 as the most
important. Choose drop-down numerical choices or click and hold to drag

up or down to reflect preferred ranking)
Answered: 77 Skipped: 2

7.89%
6

15.79%
12

17.11%
13

18.42%
14

13.16%
10

18.42%
14

9.21%
7
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3.95

30.26%
23

15.79%
12

11.84%
9

13.16%
10

10.53%
8

13.16%
10

5.26%
4
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16.88%
13

23.38%
18

20.78%
16

18.18%
14

7.79%
6

7.79%
6

5.19%
4

 
77

 
4.79

29.87%
23

16.88%
13

6.49%
5

5.19%
4

15.58%
12

11.69%
9

14.29%
11

 
77

 
4.48

11.69%
9

16.88%
13

28.57%
22

14.29%
11

14.29%
11

5.19%
4

9.09%
7

 
77

 
4.45

2.60%
2

5.19%
4

10.39%
8

20.78%
16

22.08%
17

28.57%
22

10.39%
8

 
77

 
3.18

1.30%
1

6.49%
5

3.90%
3

10.39%
8

16.88%
13

14.29%
11

46.75%
36

 
77

 
2.35

Repair
existing roa...
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Q5 What is your ZIP code?
Answered: 74 Skipped: 5

# RESPONSES DATE

1 59715 6/15/2021 10:38 PM

2 59717 6/15/2021 10:35 PM

3 59730 6/15/2021 9:55 PM

4 59715 6/15/2021 4:50 PM

5 59715 6/15/2021 4:42 PM

6 59718 6/15/2021 3:01 PM

7 59718 6/15/2021 2:47 PM

8 59715 6/15/2021 10:39 AM

9 59715 6/14/2021 7:31 PM

10 59730 6/14/2021 2:23 PM

11 59715 6/14/2021 2:20 PM

12 59718 6/14/2021 12:55 PM

13 59718 6/14/2021 10:18 AM

14 59718 6/14/2021 10:13 AM

15 59714 6/14/2021 9:28 AM

16 59715 6/14/2021 9:10 AM

17 59718 6/12/2021 4:36 PM

18 59730 6/11/2021 5:35 PM

19 59730 6/11/2021 3:58 PM

20 59730 6/11/2021 6:02 AM

21 59730 6/10/2021 3:24 PM

22 59730 6/10/2021 11:19 AM

23 59718 6/10/2021 10:38 AM

24 59718 6/9/2021 10:58 PM

25 59715 6/9/2021 9:06 PM

26 59718 6/9/2021 8:12 PM

27 59718 6/9/2021 6:35 PM

28 59714 6/9/2021 12:54 PM

29 59715 6/9/2021 12:05 PM

30 59718 6/9/2021 11:29 AM

31 59718 6/9/2021 9:50 AM

32 59718 6/8/2021 5:36 PM

33 59714 6/8/2021 4:43 PM
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34 59714 6/8/2021 12:19 PM

35 59718 6/8/2021 8:37 AM

36 59714 6/8/2021 7:45 AM

37 59718 6/7/2021 3:57 PM

38 59718 6/4/2021 8:10 PM

39 59714 6/2/2021 10:36 PM

40 59714 6/2/2021 9:36 AM

41 59714 6/2/2021 7:52 AM

42 59714 6/2/2021 7:17 AM

43 59714 6/2/2021 12:33 AM

44 59714 6/1/2021 11:41 PM

45 59718 6/1/2021 3:24 PM

46 59718 6/1/2021 1:24 PM

47 59718 6/1/2021 9:22 AM

48 59714 5/27/2021 7:54 AM

49 59715 5/27/2021 7:35 AM

50 59715 5/27/2021 7:06 AM

51 59718 5/26/2021 7:04 PM

52 59715 5/24/2021 10:53 AM

53 59730 5/22/2021 4:44 PM

54 59715 5/20/2021 4:25 PM

55 59718 5/19/2021 3:59 PM

56 59715 5/19/2021 2:31 PM

57 59718 5/19/2021 11:18 AM

58 59718 5/17/2021 1:13 PM

59 59714 5/17/2021 11:13 AM

60 59718 5/17/2021 10:51 AM

61 59714 5/17/2021 8:46 AM

62 59714 5/16/2021 8:49 PM

63 59718 5/14/2021 7:49 PM

64 59714 5/14/2021 3:51 PM

65 59714 5/14/2021 3:36 PM

66 59715 5/14/2021 12:17 PM

67 59730 5/14/2021 11:51 AM

68 59730 5/13/2021 3:04 PM

69 59730 5/13/2021 2:18 PM

70 59730 5/13/2021 2:17 PM

71 59730 5/13/2021 1:48 PM
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72 59730 5/13/2021 1:23 PM

73 59718 5/13/2021 12:28 PM

74 59715 5/12/2021 10:14 AM
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35.06% 27

24.68% 19

36.36% 28

3.90% 3

Q6 Where do you reside? (Please reference the study area map)
Answered: 77 Skipped: 2

TOTAL 77
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Triangle Are...
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66.23% 51

9.09% 7

20.78% 16

3.90% 3

Q7 Where do you work or travel to most often?
Answered: 77 Skipped: 2

TOTAL 77

# SOMEWHERE ELSE (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Bozeman, and to the big sky area 6/8/2021 5:36 PM

2 Remote work 5/27/2021 7:35 AM

3 Big Sky 5/22/2021 4:44 PM
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Belgrade

Somewhere
within the...

Somewhere else
(please...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Bozeman

Belgrade

Somewhere within the Triangle Area boundary

Somewhere else (please specify)
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Q8 What is your age?
Answered: 77 Skipped: 2

TOTAL 77
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18 to 24

25 to 34

35 to 44

45 to 54

55 to 64

65 or older

Prefer not to
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Q9 Please provide any additional information or suggestions that may be
helpful for development of the Greater Triangle Area Transportation Plan.

Answered: 38 Skipped: 41

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Bozeman needs to improve its bike and pedestrian infrastructure!! 6/15/2021 10:39 PM

2 Please expand current public transportation options. 6/15/2021 4:42 PM

3 A land use management plan that directs all development into and adjacent to existing cities
and towns would be most helpful in developing a transportation plan that will work and be
efficient.

6/15/2021 3:05 PM

4 Please envision linear greenways and parks that will improve off-street connectivity and make
the Triangle a great place to live or work.

6/15/2021 10:40 AM

5 The traffic is only going to get worse Bozeman doesn't have the infrastructure to support the
amount of traffic it gets

6/14/2021 10:18 AM

6 Bike and pedestrian paths that are not aligned with current roadways; one of the key benefits
of these alternate modes of travel is the ability to route through areas that are inaccessible to
vehicles due to space/easement limitations.

6/14/2021 9:30 AM

7 we need to bring additional resources to the maintenance (short and long term) of sidewalks
and pathways.

6/14/2021 9:11 AM

8 pressure cities to zone less r1 more mixed use. it will automatically reduce congestion 6/12/2021 4:37 PM

9 Lower my taxes 6/11/2021 5:35 PM

10 Please don't waist money. 6/11/2021 3:58 PM

11 Traffic Signal at Gallatin Gateway 6/11/2021 6:03 AM

12 There needs to be a traffic light at 191 and Mill Street in Gallatin Gateway. There are times
during the day that you can not turn left onto 191 from Mill Street safely or quickly.

6/10/2021 3:26 PM

13 The 191 corridor is getting extremely busy; needs to be more lights. As subdivisions are
added; need more control on access to 191 instead of putting driveways right to the road.

6/10/2021 10:39 AM

14 Bozeman is growing. The most effective way to deal with future growth is to assume those
conditions are already present: planning new transportation infrastructure should assume all
changes are to be made in a built-up area, because it is difficult to impossible to excise a five-
lane highway from the middle of town. Pedestrians and cyclists should be given priority in
design.

6/9/2021 9:09 PM

15 I would like to see the new connector roads in the Triangle built with bikes, bus pull outs, in
mind. If this means three lanes (right, left turn, pull outs for bus stops, etc.) that should be a
top priority. Only then will non-transit ppl be encouraged to not drive. Also, Gallatin County, the
5 incorporated cities should advocate to MDOT to work on roads & intersections before they
fail. A lot of the regulatory measures MDOT shouldn't apply to growing counties. Update
please!

6/9/2021 12:58 PM

16 Better bike lanes 6/9/2021 12:06 PM

17 Multiuse road ways that keep non motorized users safe from being hit by distracted drivers 6/9/2021 11:31 AM

18 Its a big ask, but a commuter rail system would be a great investment 6/8/2021 5:38 PM

19 As congested as traffic has been, I have totally thought about moving out of Bozeman. I would
be glad to use public transportation if it were available. I refuse to bike in this town, traffic is
too crazy.

6/8/2021 2:31 PM

20 Use road taxes (federal/state/local) to improve roads...not to build bike trails 6/8/2021 8:38 AM
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21 Connect the bike/walking paths between Belgrade and Bozeman 6/8/2021 7:46 AM

22 The transportation plan, in many ways, is a public health plan. I'd like to see the connections
between transit and public health clearly articulated and highlighted in the plan.

6/7/2021 3:58 PM

23 Pave Cottonwood Road 6/4/2021 8:10 PM

24 Thank you for engaging with the public! I enjoy roller skating (for recreation) and would like to
see more paths with accessible surfaces. We often drive to 4 Corners to skate the blacktop
trail along Jackrabbit.

6/2/2021 9:39 AM

25 Either upgrading or downgrading speed limits to match parallel streets like 19th and 7th,
Durston, Oak, and Babcock. That way people will utilize all collector streets instead of
prioritizing 19th, and Main.

5/19/2021 4:02 PM

26 I would like to see design standards based on safety and reducing speed 5/19/2021 2:32 PM

27 Consistent bike path with no gap would be attractive for locals and tourists. 5/19/2021 11:19 AM

28 I think the plan should provide a framework for how the county and various city should
prioritize funding for transportation-related capital and operating costs.

5/17/2021 1:15 PM

29 Public education is so key here. Billboards and other large scale ad campaigns that make sure
people know how to safely share roads is so important.

5/17/2021 10:52 AM

30 A walking/bike path from Belgrade to Bozeman would be nice 5/17/2021 8:46 AM

31 For the Belgrade area: Jackrabbit & Frontage Road & Railroad crossing should be next major
community investment. With the amount of growth to the Northwest of Belgrade, traffic is
horrible during rush hour mixed with railroad traffic.

5/14/2021 3:55 PM

32 Nothing was mentioned about railroad crossings. Often times, railroad crossings cause traffic
congestion. What is the plan to reduce or get rid of level crossings?

5/14/2021 3:40 PM

33 I think there needs to be careful thinking about effective public transportation and alternative
transportation (bike, walk) in cold climates and in places with relatively large amounts of
residential relative to small commercial core areas. Cars (or buses or trains) are a necessary
choice for much of the year, and so people's routines reflect that year round. And for families
with working parents, biking to child care or school even when it's warm enough isn't always
feasible from a time or ability point of view. I wish I had 30 extra minutes on either end of the
day to bike, but I don't, and I would need that to get to child care, a grocery store, my office,
etc., and I don't live that far 'out of town' (Google tells me 3 miles from my house to child care).

5/14/2021 12:23 PM

34 1.Running the streamline to the gateway area 2. a traffic signal at 191 and Mill st. In Gateway 5/13/2021 3:05 PM

35 As a Gateway resident, I think a light at 191 and Mill street is past due. Traffic to and from Big
Sky, plus school traffic, can cause major congestion, bordering on unsafe.

5/13/2021 2:20 PM

36 Traffic going to and from Big Sky is insane at certain times of the day. It is nearly impossible
to get on Highway 191. The highway needs more lanes and or stoplights to break up traffic.

5/13/2021 2:18 PM

37 Valley Center/Alaska intersection is in need of a signal or 4 way stop. As well as Alaska
expansion. It is a busy road with the interstate access and the pits.

5/13/2021 1:49 PM

38 The speed from the canyon to Gateway causes concern while stopping or turning. We need a
light to slow people down.

5/13/2021 1:26 PM
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95.65% 22

95.65% 22

Q10 If you would like to join the Greater Triangle Area Transportation Plan
mailing list, please enter your name and email address.

Answered: 23 Skipped: 56

# NAME DATE

1 Drew Tyger 6/15/2021 10:39 PM

2 Jessica Black 6/15/2021 9:55 PM

3 Christian Black 6/15/2021 2:47 PM

4 Matt Marcinek 6/15/2021 10:40 AM

5 Candace Mastel 6/14/2021 12:55 PM

6 Kipton Giddings 6/14/2021 10:14 AM

7 Carrie Fisher 6/10/2021 3:26 PM

8 David Mann 6/9/2021 10:59 PM

9 Elizabeth Marum 6/9/2021 12:58 PM

10 Peter Ramos 6/9/2021 11:31 AM

11 Jocelyn Kent 6/8/2021 5:38 PM

12 Sandy Lee 6/8/2021 4:44 PM

13 Tasha Bell 6/2/2021 7:17 AM

14 Brittany Simkins 5/27/2021 7:54 AM

15 Lauren.Craigie@gmail.com 5/27/2021 7:06 AM

16 Brian Sprenger 5/24/2021 10:53 AM

17 Adam Prall 5/19/2021 4:02 PM

18 Jennifer Boyer 5/19/2021 2:32 PM

19 Joe Bernhardt 5/17/2021 11:13 AM

20 Ryan 5/14/2021 3:55 PM

21 Kristal Jones 5/14/2021 12:23 PM

22 Megan Nowlin 5/13/2021 1:49 PM

# EMAIL ADDRESS DATE

1 drew.tyger@gmail.com 6/15/2021 10:39 PM

2 theblacksmail@gmail.com 6/15/2021 9:55 PM

3 blackak@gmail.com 6/15/2021 2:47 PM

4 mmarcinek406@gmail.com 6/15/2021 10:40 AM

5 cmhcissymt@gmail.com 6/14/2021 12:55 PM

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Name

Email Address
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6 kip.giddings@gmail.com 6/14/2021 10:14 AM

7 fisher@gallatingatewayschool.com 6/10/2021 3:26 PM

8 Davidmann404@outlook.com 6/9/2021 10:59 PM

9 emarum3@gmail.com 6/9/2021 12:58 PM

10 peter@bozemanhandyman.com 6/9/2021 11:31 AM

11 jocelyn.kent406@gmail.com 6/8/2021 5:38 PM

12 sandyleehomes@gmail.com 6/8/2021 4:44 PM

13 Mttashabell@gmail.com 6/2/2021 7:17 AM

14 bnsimkins@gmail.com 5/27/2021 7:54 AM

15 Lauren.craigie@gmail.com 5/27/2021 7:06 AM

16 brian.sprenger@bozemanairport.com 5/24/2021 10:53 AM

17 adamprall5@gmail.com 5/19/2021 4:02 PM

18 boyerfarm51@gmail.com 5/19/2021 2:32 PM

19 joe@joeslife.com 5/17/2021 11:13 AM

20 jamalizb@hotmail.com 5/14/2021 3:40 PM

21 kristal.jones@gmail.com 5/14/2021 12:23 PM

22 megan@megannowlin.com 5/13/2021 1:49 PM
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